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Statutory Revision Committee (SRC) 

Tuesday, October 23, 2018 

State Capitol, 9:00 AM, SCR 352 

1. Election of a new chair and vice-chair in January 

2. Presentation of memoranda describing potential SRC legislation 

a. Department of  Health and Environment: Presentation of  memorandum 

and 15 bill drafts. Drafter: Kristen Forrestal 

i. Division of  Administration personnel policy (LLS NO. 19-0112) 

ii. Child care in nursing homes (LLS NO. 19-0113) 

iii. Emergency medical & trauma care system (LLS NO.19-0114) 

iv. Blood lead levels in children (LLS NO. 19-0115) 

v. Cancer Drug Repository Act (LLS NO. 19-0116) 

vi. Cancer drug testing (LLS NO. 19-0117) 

vii. Health facility life safety (LLS NO. 19-0118) 

viii. Board of  Health authority over CDPHE funds (LLS NO. 19-

0119) 

ix. Board of  Health compliance with requirements concerning 

preparation of  operational planning (LLS NO. 19-0120) 

x. Board of  Health approval for legal services (LLS NO. 19-0121) 

xi. Hospital license requirements (LLS NO.19-0122) 

xii. Air quality control programs (LLS NO. 19-0123) 

xiii. Water quality control (LLS NO. 19-0125) 

xiv. Emergency epidemic preparedness (LLS NO. 19-0126) 

xv. Radiation Advisory Committee compensation (LLS NO. 19-

0127) 

b. Department of  Natural Resources: Update outdated language regarding 

receipt of  gifts, grants, and donations. Drafter: Kristen Forrestal (LLS NO. 

19-0296) 

c. Department of  Regulatory Agencies: Align definition of  “appraisal 

management company” with federal law in statutes regulating appraisal 

management companies. Drafter: Kristen Forrestal (LLS NO. 19-0309) 
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d. Professional Teacher and Professional Special Services License Requirements: 

Remove duplicate language concerning applicants from other states. Drafter: 

Brita Darling (LLS NO. 19-0308)  

e. Department of  Revenue: Electronic Funds transfer correction. Drafter: Esther 

van Mourik (LLS NO. 19-0320) 

f. Department of  Revenue: Manufactured housing definition cleanup. 

Drafter: Jason Gelender (LLS NO. 19-0259) 

3. Other business 

a. Annual Report due November 15; staff  suggests changing future due 

date of  report  

b. Next meeting in January 2019 – Can schedule after meeting of  the 

Committee on Legal Services in January 
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MEMORANDUM 2a 1 

TO: Statutory Revision Committee 

FROM: Kristen Forrestal, Office of  Legislative Legal Services 

DATE: October 10, 2018 

SUBJECT: Concerning provisions relating to the Colorado Department of  Public 

Health and Environment that are purportedly obsolete or antiquated 

Summary 

At the March 23, 2018, meeting of  the Statutory Revision Committee (SRC), the 

SRC considered a bill draft (LLS 18-1161.012) dated March 19, 2018, with the 

title "Concerning the repeal of  obsolete statutory provisions within the 

department of  public health and environment." At that time, the SRC also 

considered a six-page draft amendment3 proposed by the Department of  Public 

Health and Environment (department).  

The bulk of  the testimony at the March 23rd meeting concerned the proposed 

amendment and was provided by Anne Hause (director of  legal and regulatory 

compliance for the department). 

After testimony concluded, the SRC discussed the bill and the amendment. Rep. 

McKean expressed concern that the amendment (and the bill, as amended) 

                                                 

1 This legal memorandum was prepared by the Office of  Legislative Legal Services (OLLS) in the course 

of  its statutory duty to provide staff  assistance to the Statutory Revision Committee (SRC). It does not 

represent an official legal position of  the OLLS, SRC, General Assembly, or the state of  Colorado, and 

is not binding on the members of  the SRC. This memorandum is intended for use in the legislative 

process and as information to assist the SRC in the performance of  its legislative duties. 

2 See Addendum A. 

3 See Addendum B. 
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addressed a wide range of  seemingly unrelated subject matters. Rep. Thurlow 

expressed concern that SRC bills must be thoroughly vetted by the SRC before 

they are introduced and referred to committees of  reference. Senator Zenzinger 

suggested breaking the bill into smaller bills with discrete subject matters to be 

considered for introduction in the 2019 regular legislative session. Rep. Hooton 

agreed with this suggestion. 

After further discussion, the SRC decided to continue discussion of  the proposed 

bill(s) after the conclusion of  the 2018 legislative session. 

Since the March 23, 2018, meeting, OLLS staff  have followed Senator 

Zenzinger's suggestion to break the draft bill and the draft amendment into 

smaller draft bills, each with a discrete subject matter, which has resulted in 15 

bill drafts. 

Analysis 

1. Bill draft LLS 19-0112, "Concerning the elimination of redundant 

statutory provisions regarding personnel policies of the division of 

administration within the department of public health and environment." 

 

This bill draft proposes to repeal section 25-1-106, C.R.S., which reads as follows: 

 

25-1-106.  Division personnel.  The executive director of  the depart-

ment shall appoint the director of  the division of  administration, pursuant 

to the provisions of  section 13 of  article XII of  the state constitution. Each 

subdivision (and section) of  the division of  administration shall be under the 

management of  a head, and such heads and all other subordinate personnel 

of  the division shall be appointed by the director of  the division, subject to 

the constitution and state personnel system laws of  the state, and shall pos-

sess qualifications approved by the board. All personnel shall receive such 

compensation as fixed by the executive director with the approval of the 

board, subject to the constitution and state personnel system laws of  the state 

and within the limits of  funds made available to the department by appro-

priation of  the general assembly or otherwise. With the approval of  the ex-

ecutive director, employees shall also be allowed traveling and subsistence 

expenses actually and necessarily incurred in the performance of  their offi-

cial duties when absent from their places of  residence. (Emphasis added) 
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The statutory section concerns personnel policies of the division of administration 

within the department. This statutory section has existed since at least 1947 and 

has not been amended since 1971.  

 

The section appears to be duplicative of other sections of law, except for the 

sentence of the section that requires compensation of all personnel that is fixed 

by the executive director to be approved by the state board of health. The required 

approval by the state board of health does not appear in any other section of law. 

Because this sentence is not redundant of other existing law, it is not clear that 

the repeal of the entire section fits within the charge of the SRC. 

 

2. Bill draft LLS 19-0113,"Concerning the elimination of certain statutory 

provisions encouraging the department of public health and environment 

to develop child care centers within nursing home facilities." 

This bill draft proposes to repeal part 10 of article 1 of title 25, C.R.S., which 

encourages the department to establish child care centers in nursing home 

facilities. These sections were enacted in 1988 (House Bill 88-1022), and 

provisions of sections 25-1-1003 and 25-1-1004 received nonsubstantive 

conforming amendments in 1994, 1996, and 2006.  

 

The department has never implemented the program described by these sections, 

and therefore the department would like to see it repealed. It is not clear that 

repealing these sections of law fits within the charge of the SRC. 

 

3. Bill draft LLS 19-0114, "Concerning the statewide emergency medical 

and trauma system in the department of public health and environment, 

and, in connection therewith, eliminating the requirement that the state 

board of health cooperate with the department of personnel in adopting 

certain criteria." 

This bill draft repeals language in section 25-3.5-704, C.R.S., that requires the 

department to implement a statewide emergency and trauma care system by July 

1, 1997, and language that requires the state board of health to cooperate with the 

department of personnel in adopting certain criteria that counties must identify 

in their own regional systems. This provision and the rest of part 7 of article 3.5 

of title 25, C.R.S., were repealed and reenacted, with amendments, in 1995 

(Senate Bill 95-076). Section 25-3.5-704 (1), C.R.S., received nonsubstantive 

conforming amendments in 1996, 2002, and 2004. 

 

http://lawcollections.colorado.edu/colorado-session-laws/islandora/object/session%3A19874
https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/olls/1995a_sl_253.pdf
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Although the communication systems referenced in the sentence proposed for 

repeal are referenced in other areas of statute, the repeal of this sentence would 

remove the requirement for cooperation with the department of personnel and is 

not duplicative of other existing law. Therefore, it is not clear that the proposed 

repeal fits under the charge of the SRC. 

 

4. Bill draft LLS 19-0115, "Concerning the elimination of the requirement 

that the department of public health and environment establish a 

comprehensive plan related to blood lead levels in children." 

This bill draft repeals section 25-5-1104, C.R.S., and makes conforming 

amendments. Section 25-5-1104, C.R.S., requires the department to establish a 

comprehensive plan to prevent elevated blood lead levels in children and to 

control exposure of children to lead-based paint hazards in residences and child-

occupied facilities. The section also describes the mandatory components of the 

comprehensive plan. Section 25-5-1104, C.R.S., and the other provisions of part 

11 of article 5 of title 25, C.R.S., were enacted in 1997 (Senate Bill 97-136). The 

section has never been amended. 

 

Although the department asserts that there is no ongoing requirement for 

continuous use or updating of the plan and that federal funding has not been 

consistently available, the section proposed for repeal creates a record that the 

plan was established by the department. The General Assembly has not taken 

action to indicate that it no longer wants the plan to remain in place. It is not clear 

that the repeal of this section is within the charge of the SRC. 

 

5. Bill draft LLS 19-0116, "Concerning the repeal of the 'Colorado Cancer 

Drug Repository Act.'" 

Section 12-42.5-133, C.R.S., allows a licensed facility to return unused drugs to a 

pharmacist within the facility or to a prescription drug outlet. The section 

proposed for repeal in this bill draft requires the department to administer a 

program for the purpose of allowing patients to donate unused cancer drugs to 

uninsured and underinsured cancer patients within the state. The Act outlines 

specific guidelines for the acceptance and dispensing of cancer drugs.  

The Act is not duplicative of existing statute, specifically section 12-42.5-133, 

C.R.S., and therefore it is unclear whether the repeal of the Act fits within the 

charge of the SRC. 

 

https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/olls/1997a_sl_210.pdf
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=3455f24b-cab8-48cd-9926-7d939c336ed1&nodeid=AAMAACABBAABABJ&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAM%2FAAMAAC%2FAAMAACABB%2FAAMAACABBAAB%2FAAMAACABBAABABJ&level=5&haschildren=&populated=false&title=12-42.5-133.+Unused+medication+-+licensed+facilities+-+correctional+facilities+-+reuse+-+rules&config=014FJAAyNGJkY2Y4Zi1mNjgyLTRkN2YtYmE4OS03NTYzNzYzOTg0OGEKAFBvZENhdGFsb2d592qv2Kywlf8caKqYROP5&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5T3S-CJN0-004D-147G-00008-00&ecomp=-Jh89kk&prid=08d6a20e-bbcf-426b-86c3-26f42a2bcbe2
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=3455f24b-cab8-48cd-9926-7d939c336ed1&nodeid=AAMAACABBAABABJ&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAM%2FAAMAAC%2FAAMAACABB%2FAAMAACABBAAB%2FAAMAACABBAABABJ&level=5&haschildren=&populated=false&title=12-42.5-133.+Unused+medication+-+licensed+facilities+-+correctional+facilities+-+reuse+-+rules&config=014FJAAyNGJkY2Y4Zi1mNjgyLTRkN2YtYmE4OS03NTYzNzYzOTg0OGEKAFBvZENhdGFsb2d592qv2Kywlf8caKqYROP5&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5T3S-CJN0-004D-147G-00008-00&ecomp=-Jh89kk&prid=08d6a20e-bbcf-426b-86c3-26f42a2bcbe2
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6. Bill draft LLS 19-0117, "Concerning the repeal of statutory provisions 

requiring the department of public health and environment to test 

substances that are purported to have value in the treatment of cancer. 

This bill draft repeals article 50 of title 25, C.R.S., which requires the department 

to test substances that any individual, person, firm, association, or other entity 

has held out to have value in the diagnosis, treatment, alleviation, or cure of 

cancer. 

 

The cancer drug review and approval functions currently fall within the purview 

of the United States Food and Drug Administration. Therefore, this article 50 is 

obsolete, and its repeal falls within the charge of the SRC. 

 

7.  Bill draft LLS 19-0118, "Concerning conforming amendments 

necessitated by the transfer of certain safety authorities from the 

department of public health and environment to the department of public 

safety pursuant to House Bill 12-1268." 

This bill draft includes portions of the draft amendment discussed at the March 

23, 2018, meeting that amend or repeal sections 25-1-108 (1)(c)(II), (1)(c)(III), 

and (1)(c)(IV) and 25-1.5-103 (3.5), C.R.S. 

 

In 2012, the General Assembly enacted House Bill 12-1268, which transferred 

certain functions pertaining to health facilities' compliance with certain building 

safety standards from the department to the department of public safety. Each of 

the provisions of this bill are conforming amendments that were omitted from 

House Bill 12-1268.  

 

For these reasons, the repeal of these provisions falls within the charge of the 

SRC. 

 

8. Bill draft LLS 19-0119, "Concerning clarification that the state board of 

health has no authority over money allocated to the department of public 

health and environment." 

This bill draft repeals sections 25-1-108 and 25-1-111, C.R.S., which grant the 

state board of health the authority to accept, use, disburse, and administer money 

allotted to the department for state and local public works or public health 

functions. 

 

https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/olls/2012a_sl_234.pdf
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The state board of health does not accept, handle, or act as a custodian for 

department money, therefore these provisions are obsolete. The proposed repeal 

of these sections falls within the charge of the SRC. 

 

9. Bill draft LLS 19-0120, "Concerning the elimination of the requirement 

that the state board of health comply with certain statutory requirements 

concerning the preparation of operational planning functions as if the 

state board were the executive director of the department." 

This bill draft repeals a part of section 25-1-108, C.R.S., that requires that the state 

board of health comply with the requirements of section 24-1-136.5, C.R.S., 

concerning the preparation of operational master plans, facilities master plans, 

and facilities program plans, as if the board were the executive director of the 

department. 

 

The state board of health has no role in the preparation of operational master 

plans, facilities master plans, or facilities program plans; therefore, these 

provisions are obsolete. The proposed repeal falls within the charge of the SRC. 

 

10. Bill draft LLS 19-0121, "Concerning eliminating the requirement that the 

state board of health approve the retention of counsel in certain 

circumstances."  

The bill draft removes the requirement in section 25-1-112, C.R.S., that requires 

the executive director of the department to obtain the approval of the state board 

of health before retaining special counsel to represent the executive director when 

the executive director brings a civil or criminal action and the district attorney 

fails to act on his or her behalf. It also requires a county or district public health 

agency to obtain the approval of the state board of health before retaining an 

attorney to advise and defend actions brought against the agency or the officers 

or employees of the agency. 

 

When the General Assembly repealed and reenacted section 25-1-514 in 2008, it 

amended both instances of the phrase "with the approval of the board." To the 

first instance, the General Assembly added "county or district" to precede 

"board." To the second instance, the General Assembly added "state" to precede 

"board." 

 

The fact that the General Assembly amended section 25-1-514, C.R.S., in such a 

manner as recently as 2008 casts doubt upon the notion that the use of the phrase 
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"with the approval of the [state] board" in that section has become obsolete. 

Rather, it appears that the General Assembly considered this very language 

merely 10 years ago and elected to retain the language, as amended then. 

 

Given this statutory history, it is not clear that this proposed bill draft fits under 

the SRC's charge, as the repeal of the existing language may be contrary to the 

intent of the 2008 General Assembly. 

 

11. Bill draft LLS 19-0122, "Concerning the mandatory contents of each 

license issued to a hospital by the department of public health and 

environment.” 

This bill draft repeals the first sentence of section 25-3-102 (1)(d), C.R.S. which 

requires a license issued to a hospital or health facility to include the signature of 

the president of the state board of health, the attestation of the secretary of the 

state board of health, and the seal of the state board of health. The sentence was 

enacted into law in 1909 and subsequently codified at section 25-3-102, C.R.S. 

Although the General Assembly has expanded and reorganized section 25-3-102, 

C.R.S., by amendment many times since 1909, the section has always included 

the sentence in question. 

 

Although the department asserts that the president and the state board of health 

currently have no involvement in the license process, the General Assembly did 

not amend this section when making changes as late as 2012. It is not clear that 

the suggested change fits within the charge of the SRC. 

 

12. Bill draft LLS 19-0123, "Concerning air quality control, and, in 

connection therewith, eliminating the requirement that the state board of 

health supervise certain air quality control programs and removing 

statutory provisions relating to the air pollution variance board and the 

air quality hearings board." 

This bill draft eliminates the requirement in sections 25-7-111 and 25-7-127, 

C.R.S., that the state board of health supervise certain air quality control 

programs and removes statutory provisions relating to the air pollution variance 

board and the air quality hearings board. 

 

The department asserts that this work is now under the oversight of the air quality 

control commission. It appears that there is not a conflict in existing statute. It is 

unclear whether this proposed change falls within the charge of the SRC. 
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13. Bill draft LLS 19-0125, "Concerning water quality control, and, in 

connection therewith, eliminating the requirement that the state board of 

health approve a municipality's entrance into a joint operating agreement 

with an industrial enterprise for work relating to sewage facilities and 

clarifying that the board of directors of a water conservancy district must 

comply with the rules of the water control commission concerning the 

manner in which watercourses of the district are used for waste disposal." 

Section 31-15-710, C.R.S., requires the state board of health to approve a 

municipality’s entrance into a joint operating agreement with an industrial 

enterprise for work relating to sewerage facilities. The department proposes that 

the approval requirement be removed from statute.  

 

Section 37-3-106, C.R.S, requires the board of directors of a water conservancy 

district to comply with rules of the state board of health concerning the manner 

in which watercourses of the district are used for waste disposal. The department 

proposes that the statute clarify that the rules are those of the water quality control 

commission. 

 

It is unclear whether eliminating approval of the state board of health in section 

31-15-710, C.R.S., fits within the charge of the SRC.  

 

The proposed change in section 37-3-106, C.R.S., is a clarifying change to identify 

the correct rule-making authority in statute. Therefore, this change appears to fit 

within the charge of the SRC. 

 

14. Bill draft LLS 19-0126, "Concerning eliminating the duty of the state 

board of health to adopt rules establishing standards to ensure that certain 

entities are prepared for an emergency epidemic." 

This bill draft includes a portion of the draft amendment from the March 23, 

2018, meeting that amends section 25-1-108 (1)(c)(VI), C.R.S. Subsection 

(1)(c)(VI) was added to section 25-1-108 in 2000 (House Bill 00-1077), as part of 

the creation of the governor's expert emergency epidemic response committee.  

 

“Area trauma councils” is an obsolete term and the department does not oversee 

managed care organizations. Therefore, the recommended changes fit within the 

charge of the SRC. 

 

https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/olls/2000a_sl_31.pdf
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15. Bill draft LLS 19-0127, "Concerning clarifying that members of the 

radiation advisory committee shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred 

for authorized business of the committee." 

Section 25-11-105, C.R.S., establishes the radiation advisory committee within 

the department. This section incorrectly states that committee members will be 

reimbursed for necessary and actual expenses incurred in attendance at meet-

ings or for authorized business of the “board,” a reference to the state board of 

health. The bill fixes this error to correctly state that the members of the com-

mittee will be reimbursed for necessary and actual expenses incurred in attend-

ance at meetings or authorized business of the committee.  

 

Striking “the board” and replacing it with "the committee" is correcting an error 

in the law. This correction fits within the charge of the SRC. 

 

Proposed Bills 

Drafts of  the above bills are attached. OLLS staff  has been in contact with the 

department concerning these issues. 
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)) OP[L]_XPY_!^SLWW!L[[ZTY_!_SP!OT]PN_Z]!ZQ!_SP!OTaT^TZY!ZQ!LOXTYT^_]L_TZY%

)* [`]^`LY_! _Z! _SP! []ZaT^TZY^! ZQ! ^PN_TZY! )+! ZQ! L]_TNWP! J<<! ZQ! _SP! ^_L_P

)+ NZY^_T_`_TZY'! 8LNS! ^`MOTaT^TZY! #LYO! ^PN_TZY$! ZQ! _SP! OTaT^TZY! ZQ

), LOXTYT^_]L_TZY!^SLWW!MP!`YOP]!_SP!XLYLRPXPY_!ZQ!L!SPLO%!LYO!^`NS!SPLO^

)- LYO!LWW!Z_SP]!^`MZ]OTYL_P![P]^ZYYPW!ZQ!_SP!OTaT^TZY!^SLWW!MP!L[[ZTY_PO!Md

). _SP!OT]PN_Z]!ZQ!_SP!OTaT^TZY%!̂ `MUPN_!_Z!_SP!NZY^_T_`_TZY!LYO!̂ _L_P![P]^ZYYPW

)/ ^d^_PX!WLb^!ZQ!_SP!̂ _L_P%!LYO!̂ SLWW![Z^^P^^!\`LWTQTNL_TZY^!L[[]ZaPO!Md!_SP

)0 MZL]O'!4WW![P]^ZYYPW! ^SLWW! ]PNPTaP! ^`NS!NZX[PY^L_TZY! L^! QTcPO!Md! _SP

)1 PcPN`_TaP! OT]PN_Z]! bT_S! _SP! L[[]ZaLW! ZQ! _SP! MZL]O%! ^`MUPN_! _Z! _SP

&*& 7D49F



(*')+

$"#&"#%

) NZY^_T_`_TZY!LYO!^_L_P![P]^ZYYPW!^d^_PX!WLb^!ZQ!_SP!^_L_P!LYO!bT_STY!_SP

* WTXT_^!ZQ!Q`YO^!XLOP!LaLTWLMWP!_Z!_SP!OP[L]_XPY_!Md!L[[]Z[]TL_TZY!ZQ!_SP

+ RPYP]LW! L^^PXMWd! Z]! Z_SP]bT^P'! IT_S! _SP! L[[]ZaLW! ZQ! _SP! PcPN`_TaP

, OT]PN_Z]%! PX[WZdPP^! ^SLWW! LW^Z! MP! LWWZbPO! _]LaPWTYR! LYO! ^`M^T^_PYNP

- Pc[PY^P^!LN_`LWWd!LYO!YPNP^^L]TWd!TYN`]]PO!TY!_SP![P]QZ]XLYNP!ZQ!_SPT]

. ZQQTNTLW!O`_TP^!bSPY!LM^PY_!Q]ZX!_SPT]![WLNP^!ZQ!]P^TOPYNP'

/ ?31@7<;!($!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!SIRIEN![L]_!)(!ZQ

0 L]_TNWP!)!ZQ!_T_WP!*-'

1 ?31@7<;!)$!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!*-&+'-&/(,%!EOIPH

)( #)$!L^!QZWWZb^2

)) '*#($*#,%)$! !?UEUIXLHI!IOISKIPGY!OIHLGEN!EPH!USEVOE!GESI

)* TYTUIO!#!HIWINQROIPU!EPH!LORNIOIPUEULQP!#!HVULIT!QJ!HIRESUOIPU!#

)+ SVNIT!EHQRUIH!FY!FQESH$!#)$!!FSP!OP[L]_XPY_!̂ SLWW!OPaPWZ[%!TX[WPXPY_%

), LYO!XZYT_Z]!L!^_L_PbTOP!PXP]RPYNd!XPOTNLW!LYO!_]L`XL!NL]P!^d^_PX!TY

)- LNNZ]OLYNP!bT_S!_SP![]ZaT^TZY^!ZQ!_ST^![L]_!/!LYO!bT_S!]`WP^!LOZ[_PO!Md

). _SP!^_L_P!MZL]O'!FSP!^d^_PX!^SLWW!MP!TX[WPXPY_PO!̂ _L_PbTOP!YZ!WL_P]!_SLY

)/ =`Wd!)%!)11/'!<Y!LOOT_TZY%!_SP!MZL]O!^SLWW!NZZ[P]L_P!bT_S!_SP!OP[L]_XPY_

)0 ZQ![P]^ZYYPW!TY!LOZ[_TYR!N]T_P]TL!QZ]!LOP\`L_P!NZXX`YTNL_TZY^!^d^_PX^

)1 _SL_!NZ`Y_TP^!^SLWW!MP!]P\`T]PO!_Z!TOPY_TQd!TY!]PRTZYLW!PXP]RPYNd!XPOTNLW

*( LYO!_]L`XL!̂ d^_PX![WLY^!TY!LNNZ]OLYNP!bT_S!̂ `M^PN_TZY!#*$!ZQ!_ST^!̂ PN_TZY'

*) C`]^`LY_!_Z!^PN_TZY!*,&-(&-(,!#*$!6'D'E'%!_SP!OP[L]_XPY_!XLd!NZY_]LN_

** bT_S! LYd! [`MWTN! Z]! []TaL_P! PY_T_d! TY! [P]QZ]XTYR! LYd! ZQ! T_^! O`_TP^

*+ NZYNP]YTYR!PO`NL_TZY%!_SP!^_L_PbTOP!_]L`XL!]PRT^_]d%!LYO!_SP!aP]TQTNL_TZY

*, []ZNP^^!L^!^P_!QZ]_S!TY!_ST^![L]_!/'

*- ?31@7<;!*$!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!*-&,&0(*%!EOIPH!#*$

*. L^!QZWWZb^2

*/ '*#)#-%'$!!@ITUT!JQS!OIUEFQNLG!HIJIGUT$!#*$!!FSP!^_L_P!MZL]O!ZQ
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(*')+

$"#&"#%

) SPLW_S!SL^! _SP!O`_d! _Z![]P^N]TMP! Q]ZX! _TXP! _Z! _TXP!PQQPN_TaP! _P^_^!LYO

* PcLXTYL_TZY^! OP^TRYPO! _Z! OP_PN_! [SPYdWVP_ZY`]TL! LYO! ^`NS! Z_SP]

+ XP_LMZWTN! OT^Z]OP]^! Z]! OPQPN_^! WTVPWd! _Z! NL`^P! XPY_LW! ]P_L]OL_TZY! 4A

, <AF8??86FG4?! BD! 78H8?BC@8AF4?! 7<E45<?<FK! L^! LNNP[_PO! XPOTNLW

- []LN_TNP!TYOTNL_P^'

. ?31@7<;!+$!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!EOIPH!*-&,&0(+!L^

/ QZWWZb^2

0 '*#)#-%($!!>VNIT$!#)$!!FSP!^_L_P!MZL]O!ZQ!SPLW_S!^SLWW![]ZX`WRL_P

1 ]`WP^!LYO!]PR`WL_TZY^!NZYNP]YTYR!_SP!ZM_LTYTYR!ZQ!^LX[WP^!Z]!^[PNTXPY^

)( Q]ZX!YPbMZ]Y!TYQLY_^!]P\`T]PO!QZ]!_SP!_P^_^![]P^N]TMPO!Md!_SP!^_L_P!MZL]O

)) ZQ! SPLW_S! QZ]! _SP! SLYOWTYR! LYO! OPWTaP]d! ZQ! _SP! ^LXP! E4@C?8E! 4A7

)* EC86<@8AE! LYO! QZ]! _SP! _P^_TYR! LYO! PcLXTYL_TZY! _SP]PZQ! _Z! OP_PN_

)+ [SPYdWVP_ZY`]TL!Z]!Z_SP]!XP_LMZWTN!OT^Z]OP]^!QZ`YO!WTVPWd!_Z!NL`^P!XPY_LW

), ]P_L]OL_TZY!4A!<AF8??86FG4?!BD!78H8?BC@8AF4?!7<E45<?<FK'

)- #*$!!FSP!OP[L]_XPY_!ZQ![`MWTN!SPLW_S!LYO!PYaT]ZYXPY_!̂ SLWW!Q`]YT^S

). LWW![Sd^TNTLY^%![`MWTN!SPLW_S!Y`]^P^%!SZ^[T_LW^%!XL_P]YT_d!SZXP^%!NZ`Y_d

)/ OP[L]_XPY_^! ZQ! ^ZNTLW! ^P]aTNP^%! LYO! _SP! ^_L_P! OP[L]_XPY_! ZQ! S`XLY

)0 ^P]aTNP^!LaLTWLMWP!XPOTNLW!TYQZ]XL_TZY!NZYNP]YTYR!_SP!YL_`]P!LYO!PQQPN_^

)1 ZQ![SPYdWVP_ZY`]TL!LYO!Z_SP]!XP_LMZWTN!OT^Z]OP]^!LYO!OPQPN_^!QZ`YO!WTVPWd

*( _Z! NL`^P! XPY_LW! ]P_L]OL_TZY! 4A! <AF8??86FG4?! BD! 78H8?BC@8AF4?

*) 7<E45<?<FK'

** ?31@7<;!,$!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!*-&,&)((,'-%!EOIPH

*+ #)$#M$!L^!QZWWZb^2

*, '*#)#&%%)$*$! ! 4QNNQX#VR! UITULPK! EPH! USIEUOIPU! #! TIGQPH

*- TGSIIPLPK! #! NIKLTNEULWI! HIGNESEULQP! #! JII! #! SVNIT$! #)$! ! FSP! RPYP]LW

*. L^^PXMWd!QTYO^!_SL_2

*/ #M$!!APbMZ]Y!_P^_TYR!T^!OP^TRYPO!_Z!TOPY_TQd!XP_LMZWTN!OT^Z]OP]^
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(*')+

$"#&"#%

) _SL_! NL`^P! XPY_LW! ]P_L]OL_TZY! <AF8??86FG4?! BD! 78H8?BC@8AF4?

* 7<E45<?<F<8E!LYO!Z_SP]!SPLW_S![]ZMWPX^!`YWP^^!_SPd!L]P!OTLRYZ^PO!LYO

+ _]PL_PO!PL]Wd!TY!WTQP3

, ?31@7<;!-$!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!SIRIEN!*-&-&))(,'

- ?31@7<;!.$!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!SIRIEN!L]_TNWP!+-!ZQ

. _T_WP!*-'

/ ?31@7<;!&%$!!<Y!6ZWZ]LOZ!DPaT^PO!E_L_`_P^%!SIRIEN!L]_TNWP!-(!ZQ

0 _T_WP!*-'

1 ?31@7<;!&&$!!/GU!TVFMIGU!UQ!RIULULQP!#!IJJIGULWI!HEUI$!FST^!LN_

)( _LVP^! PQQPN_! L_! )*2()! L'X'! ZY! _SP! OLd! QZWWZbTYR! _SP! Pc[T]L_TZY! ZQ! _SP

)) YTYP_d&OLd![P]TZO!LQ_P]!QTYLW!LOUZ`]YXPY_!ZQ!_SP!RPYP]LW!L^^PXMWd!#4`R`^_

)* 0%!*()0%! TQ!LOUZ`]YXPY_!^TYP!OTP! T^!ZY!@Ld!1%!*()0$3!PcNP[_! _SL_%! TQ!L

)+ ]PQP]PYO`X![P_T_TZY!T^!QTWPO![`]^`LY_!_Z!^PN_TZY!)!#+$!ZQ!L]_TNWP!H!ZQ!_SP

), ^_L_P!NZY^_T_`_TZY!LRLTY^_!_ST^!LN_!Z]!LY!T_PX%!^PN_TZY%!Z]![L]_!ZQ!_ST^!LN_

)- bT_STY!̂ `NS![P]TZO%!_SPY!_SP!LN_%!T_PX%!̂ PN_TZY%!Z]![L]_!bTWW!YZ_!_LVP!PQQPN_

). `YWP^^! L[[]ZaPO! Md! _SP! [PZ[WP! L_! _SP! RPYP]LW! PWPN_TZY! _Z! MP! SPWO! TY

)/ AZaPXMP]!*()0!LYO%! TY!^`NS!NL^P%!bTWW! _LVP!PQQPN_!ZY! _SP!OL_P!ZQ! _SP

)0 ZQQTNTLW!OPNWL]L_TZY!ZQ!_SP!aZ_P!_SP]PZY!Md!_SP!RZaP]YZ]'
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??E!AB*!,3)+-3,*+,7@;A9@;AF!#,

E^K^_^Y\c!DO`S]SYX!8YWWS^^OO

??E!AY*!,3),,1,*+,!LO!KWOXNON!K]!PYVVYa]5

, 7WOXN!Z\YZY]ON!LSVV!,3),,1,*+,(!ZKQO!0(!KP^O\!VSXO!3!SX]O\^5

- "90/;365!%%#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-0),),+3(!=HAI@

. %,&%M&%==&! KXN! %,&%M&%H=&6! KXN! MAKA=G! %,&%M&%===&(! %,&%M&=H&(%,&%P&(! KXN

/ %,&%R&!K]!PYVVYa]5

0 &)"%"%$,#!!7JRAMN!=I@!@POEAN!JB!NO=OA!>J=M@!JB!DA=GOD#!!%,&!!=X

1 KNNS^SYX!^Y!KVV!Y^RO\!ZYaO\]!KXN!N_^SO]!MYXPO\\ON!KXN!SWZY]ON!_ZYX!^RO

2 ]^K^O!LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R!Lc!^RO!Z\Y`S]SYX]!YP!^RS]!ZK\^!,(!^RO!LYK\N!RK]!^RO

3 PYVVYaSXQ!]ZOMSPSM!ZYaO\]!KXN!N_^SO]5

4 %M&!%==&!!FY!KNYZ^!\_VO]!KXN!\OQ_VK^SYX]!KXN!]^KXNK\N]!MYXMO\XSXQ

,+ L_SVNSXQ!\OQ_VK^SYX]!KXN!PS\O!]KPO^c!PY\!]USVVON!KXN!SX^O\WONSK^O!ROKV^R

,, MK\O!PKMSVS^SO]*!FRO!OXPY\MOWOX^!YP!^RO]O!\_VO]!KXN!\OQ_VK^SYX]!WKc!LO

,- aKS`ON! Lc! ^RO! LYK\N! PY\! ZO\SYN]! YP! ^SWO! K]! \OMYWWOXNON! Lc! ^RO

,. NOZK\^WOX^!SP!^RO!\SQSN!KZZVSMK^SYX!^RO\OYP!aY_VN!\O]_V^!SX!NOWYX]^\K^ON

,/ PSXKXMSKV!RK\N]RSZ! ^Y!K! ]USVVON!Y\! SX^O\WONSK^O! PKMSVS^c(!L_^!YXVc! SP! ^RO

,0 aKS`O\!aSVV!XY^!KN`O\]OVc!KPPOM^!^RO!ROKV^R!KXN!]KPO^c!YP!ZK^SOX^]*

,1 %===&! ! 7VV! \_VO](! \OQ_VK^SYX](! KXN! ]^KXNK\N]! KNYZ^ON! Z\SY\! ^Y

,2 <OL\_K\c!-,(!,4/2(!Lc!^RO!LYK\N!MYXMO\XSXQ!L_SVNSXQ!\OQ_VK^SYX]!Y\!PS\O

,3 ]KPO^c!PY\!X_\]SXQ!RYWO]!aRSMR!K\O!WY\O!]^\SM^!̂ RKX!̂ RY]O!Z\Y`SNON!Lc!̂ RO

,4 RSQRO]^!]^KXNK\N]!K]!]O^!PY\^R!SX!^RS]!ZK\KQ\KZR!%M&!K\O!X_VVSPSON!Lc!^RS]

-+ ]OM^SYX(!L_^!XY^RSXQ!MYX^KSXON!SX!^RS]!ZK\KQ\KZR!%M&!]RKVV!LO!MYX]^\_ON!^Y

-, Z\O`OX^! ^RO! NOZK\^WOX^! P\YW! KNYZ^SXQ! KXN! OXPY\MSXQ(! aS^R! \O]ZOM^! ^Y

-- Z\YTOM^]! PY\! aRSMR! PONO\KV! K]]S]^KXMO! RK]! LOOX! YL^KSXON! Y\! ]RKVV! LO

-. \O[_O]^ON(!]_MR!RSQRO\!]^KXNK\N]!K]!WKc!LO!\O[_S\ON!Lc!KZZVSMKLVO!PONO\KV

-/ VKa]!Y\!\OQ_VK^SYX]!YP!PONO\KV!KQOXMSO]!\O]ZYX]SLVO!PY\!̂ RO!KNWSXS]^\K^SYX

-0 YP!]_MR!PONO\KV!VKa]*

-1 %=H&! !<Y\! ^RO!Z_\ZY]O!YP! ^RS]!ZK\^!,(! KVV! \_VO](! \OQ_VK^SYX](! KXN

-2 ]^KXNK\N]!KNYZ^ON!Z\SY\!^Y!<OL\_K\c!-,(!,4/2(!Lc!^RO!LYK\N!Y\!KXc!LYK\N(

-3 YPPSMO(!Y\!L_\OK_!aRY]O!N_^SO]!K\O!Lc!`S\^_O!YP!^RS]!]OM^SYX!^\KX]PO\\ON!^Y

-4 ^RO!LYK\N!Y\!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^(!SX!OPPOM^!SWWONSK^OVc!Z\SY\!^Y!<OL\_K\c!-,(

.+ ,4/2(!KXN!XY^!SXMYX]S]^OX^!aS^R!^RO!K_^RY\S^c!YP!^RO!LYK\N!K]!Z\Y`SNON!SX

., ^RS]!ZK\^!,!]RKVV!\OWKSX!SX!P_VV!PY\MO!KXN!OPPOM^!_X^SV!]_ZO\]ONON!Lc!\_VO](

.- \OQ_VK^SYX](!Y\!]^KXNK\N]!N_Vc!KNYZ^ON!Z_\]_KX^!^Y!^RS]!ZK\KQ\KZR!%M&!Lc

.. ^RO!LYK\N!SX!MYXPY\WKXMO!aS^R!^RS]!ZK\^!,(!^Y!^RO!]KWO!OPPOM^!K]!^RY_QR

./ ]_MR!\_VO](!\OQ_VK^SYX](!KXN!]^KXNK\N]!aO\O!KNYZ^ON!]_L]O[_OX^! ^Y! ^RO

.0 ZK]]KQO!YP!^RS]!ZK\^!,!SX!P_VV!MYXPY\WKXMO!^RO\OaS^R*

.1 %H=&!!FY!KNYZ^!\_VO]!KXN!^Y!O]^KLVS]R!]_MR!]^KXNK\N]!K]!^RO!LYK\N

.2 WKc!NOOW!XOMO]]K\c!Y\!Z\YZO\!^Y!K]]_\O!^RK^!RY]ZS^KV](!Y^RO\!KM_^O!MK\O

.3 PKMSVS^SO](!MY_X^c(!NS]^\SM^(!KXN!W_XSMSZKV!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!KQOXMSO]

.4 7A9! ^\K_WK!MOX^O\]!K\OK! ^\K_WK!KN`S]Y\c!MY_XMSV](!KXN!WKXKQON!MK\O

/+ Y\QKXSdK^SYX]! K\O! Z\OZK\ON! PY\! KX! OWO\QOXMc! OZSNOWSM(! K]! NOPSXON! SX
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, ]OM^SYX! -/)..*0)2+.! %/&(! 8*D*E*(! ^RK^! S]! NOMVK\ON! ^Y! LO! K! NS]K]^O\

- OWO\QOXMc(! SXMV_NSXQ! ^RO! SWWONSK^O! SX`O]^SQK^SYX! YP! KXc! MK]O! YP! K

. ]_]ZOM^ON!OWO\QOXMc!OZSNOWSM*

/ %P&! !FY!KMMOZ^!KXN(! ^R\Y_QR! ^RO!NS`S]SYX!YP!KNWSXS]^\K^SYX(!_]O(

0 NS]L_\]O(!KXN!KNWSXS]^O\!KVV!PONO\KV!KSN!Y\!Y^RO\!Z\YZO\^c(!]O\`SMO](!KXN

1 WYXOc]!KVVY^^ON! ^Y! ^RO!NOZK\^WOX^! PY\!]^K^O!KXN! VYMKV!Z_LVSM!aY\U]!Y\

2 Z_LVSM! ROKV^R! P_XM^SYX](! Y\! KVVY^^ON! aS^RY_^! NO]SQXK^SYX! YP! K! ]ZOMSPSM

3 KQOXMc!PY\!Z_\ZY]O]!aRSMR!K\O!aS^RSX!^RO!P_XM^SYX]!YP!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^6

4 KXN!^Y!Z\O]M\SLO(!Lc!\_VO!Y\!\OQ_VK^SYX!XY^!SXMYX]S]^OX^!aS^R!^RO!VKa]!YP

,+ ^RS]!]^K^O(!^RO!MYXNS^SYX]!_XNO\!aRSMR!]_MR!Z\YZO\^c(!]O\`SMO](!Y\!WYXOc]

,, ]RKVV!LO!KMMOZ^ON!KXN!KNWSXS]^O\ON*!BX!LORKVP!YP!^RO!]^K^O(!^RO!LYK\N!S]

,- OWZYaO\ON!^Y!WKUO!]_MR!KQ\OOWOX^](!aS^R!^RO!KZZ\Y`KV!YP!^RO!K^^Y\XOc

,. QOXO\KV(!XY^!SXMYX]S]^OX^!aS^R!̂ RO!VKa]!YP!̂ RS]!]^K^O(!K]!WKc!LO!\O[_S\ON!K]

,/ K!MYXNS^SYX!Z\OMONOX^!^Y!\OMOS`SXQ!]_MR!P_XN]!Y\!Y^RO\!K]]S]^KXMO*

,0 %R&!FY!MYWZVc!aS^R!̂ RO!\O[_S\OWOX^]!YP!]OM^SYX!-/),),.1*0(!8*D*E*(

,1 MYXMO\XSXQ!^RO!Z\OZK\K^SYX!YP!YZO\K^SYXKV!WK]^O\!ZVKX](!PKMSVS^SO]!WK]^O\

,2 ZVKX](!KXN!PKMSVS^SO]!Z\YQ\KW!ZVKX](!K]!SP!̂ RO!]^K^O!LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R!aO\O!̂ RO

,3 ObOM_^S`O!NS\OM^Y\!YP!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^*

,4 90/;365!%&#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!MAKA=G!-0),),,,%-&*

-+ 90/;365!%'#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!=HAI@!-0),),,-!K]

-, PYVVYa]5

-- &)"%"%%&#!!4AC=G!=@QENAM!"!=?OEJIN#!!FRO!K^^Y\XOc!QOXO\KV!]RKVV!LO

-. ^RO!VOQKV!KN`S]O\!PY\!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^!KXN!]RKVV!NOPOXN!S^!SX!KVV!KM^SYX]!KXN

-/ Z\YMOONSXQ]!L\Y_QR^!KQKSX]^!S^*!FRO!NS]^\SM^!K^^Y\XOc!YP!̂ RO!T_NSMSKV!NS]^\SM^

-0 SX! aRSMR! K! MK_]O! YP! KM^SYX! WKc! K\S]O! ]RKVV! L\SXQ! KXc! KM^SYX(! MS`SV! Y\

-1 M\SWSXKV(!\O[_O]^ON!Lc!^RO!ObOM_^S`O!NS\OM^Y\!YP!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^!^Y!KLK^O

-2 K!MYXNS^SYX!aRSMR!ObS]^]!SX!̀ SYVK^SYX!YP(!Y\!̂ Y!\O]^\KSX!Y\!OXTYSX!KXc!KM^SYX

-3 aRSMR!S]!SX!`SYVK^SYX!YP(!Y\!^Y!Z\Y]OM_^O!PY\!^RO!`SYVK^SYX!YP!Y\!PY\!^RO

-4 OXPY\MOWOX^!YP!^RO!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!VKa]!Y\!^RO!]^KXNK\N](!Y\NO\](!\_VO](!KXN

.+ \OQ_VK^SYX]! YP! ^RO! NOZK\^WOX^! O]^KLVS]RON! Lc! Y\! S]]_ON! _XNO\! ^RO

., Z\Y`S]SYX]!YP!^RS]!ZK\^!,*!=P!^RO!NS]^\SM^!K^^Y\XOc!PKSV]!^Y!KM^(!^RO!ObOM_^S`O

.- NS\OM^Y\! WKc! L\SXQ! KXc! ]_MR! KM^SYX! KXN! ]RKVV! LO! \OZ\O]OX^ON! Lc! ^RO

.. K^^Y\XOc!QOXO\KV!Y\(!aS^R!^RO!KZZ\Y`KV!YP!^RO!LYK\N(!Lc!]ZOMSKV!MY_X]OV*

./ 90/;365!%(#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!=HAI@!-0),)0,/!K]

.0 PYVVYa]5

.1 &)"%")%(#!!4AC=G!=?OEJIN!"!GAC=G!=@QENAM#!!FRO!MY_X^c!K^^Y\XOc!PY\

.2 ^RO!MY_X^c!Y\!^RO!NS]^\SM^!K^^Y\XOc!YP!^RO!T_NSMSKV!NS]^\SM^!SX!aRSMR!K!MK_]O

.3 YP!KM^SYX!K\S]O]!]RKVV!L\SXQ!KXc!MS`SV!Y\!M\SWSXKV!KM^SYX!\O[_O]^ON!Lc!K

.4 MY_X^c!Y\!NS]^\SM^!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!NS\OM^Y\!^Y!KLK^O!K!MYXNS^SYX!^RK^!ObS]^]!SX

/+ `SYVK^SYX!YP(!Y\!^Y!\O]^\KSX!Y\!OXTYSX!KXc!KM^SYX!^RK^!S]!SX!`SYVK^SYX!YP(!Y\

/, ^Y!Z\Y]OM_^O!PY\! ^RO!`SYVK^SYX!YP!Y\! PY\! ^RO!OXPY\MOWOX^!YP(! ^RO!Z_LVSM

/- ROKV^R!VKa]!KXN!^RO!]^KXNK\N](!Y\NO\](!KXN!\_VO]!YP!^RO!]^K^O!LYK\N!Y\!K

/. MY_X^c!Y\!NS]^\SM^!LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R*!=P!^RO!MY_X^c!K^^Y\XOc!Y\!^RO!NS]^\SM^

)-)



, K^^Y\XOc!PKSV]!̂ Y!KM^(!̂ RO!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!NS\OM^Y\!WKc!L\SXQ!KX!KM^SYX!KXN!LO

- \OZ\O]OX^ON!Lc!]ZOMSKV!MY_X]OV!OWZVYcON!Lc!RSW!Y\!RO\!aS^R!̂ RO!KZZ\Y`KV

. YP!^RO!MY_X^c!Y\!NS]^\SM^!LYK\N*!7X!KQOXMc(!^R\Y_QR!S^]!MY_X^c!Y\!NS]^\SM^

/ LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R!Y\!^R\Y_QR!S^]!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!NS\OM^Y\!aS^R!^RO!KZZ\Y`KV!YP

0 ^RO!]^K^O!LYK\N(!WKc!OWZVYc!Y\!\O^KSX!KXN!MYWZOX]K^O!KX!K^^Y\XOc!^Y!LO

1 ^RO!VOQKV!KN`S]O\!YP!^RO!KQOXMc!KXN!^Y!NOPOXN!KVV!KM^SYX]!KXN!Z\YMOONSXQ]

2 L\Y_QR^!KQKSX]^!^RO!KQOXMc!Y\!^RO!YPPSMO\]!KXN!OWZVYcOO]!YP!^RO!KQOXMc*

3 90/;365!%)#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-0),*0),+.(!=HAI@

4 %.*0&!K]!PYVVYa]5

,+ &)"%#)"%$'#!!2A=GOD!B=?EGEOEAN!"!KJRAMN!=I@!@POEAN!JB!@AK=MOHAIO

,, "! GEHEO=OEJIN! JI! MPGAN! KMJHPGC=OA@! >T! @AK=MOHAIO! "! @ABEIEOEJIN#! !

,- %.*0&! %K&! %=&! ! FRO! NOZK\^WOX^! YP! Z_LVSM! ROKV^R! KXN! OX`S\YXWOX^! WKc

,. O]^KLVS]R! VSPO! ]KPO^c! MYNO! KXN! ZRc]SMKV! ZVKX^! \O[_S\OWOX^]! PY\! KX

,/ YMM_ZKXMc! ^RK^! S]! MYX^SQ_Y_]! aS^R! KX! KM_^O! ^\OK^WOX^! _XS^! SP! ^RO

,0 YMM_ZKXMc! S]! YZO\K^ON! Lc! ^RO! KM_^O! ^\OK^WOX^! _XS^! VSMOX]OO! KXN! ^RO

,1 ]O\`SMO]!Z\Y`SNON!Lc!^RO!YMM_ZKXMc!K\O!Y_^ZK^SOX^!]O\`SMO]!MO\^SPSON!SX

,2 KMMY\NKXMO!aS^R!K\^SMVO!10!YP!^S^VO!-2(!8*D*E*(!^Y!NO^O\WSXO!KZZ\YZ\SK^O

,3 ZVKMOWOX^!Y\!NO^YbSPSMK^SYX!]O\`SMO]!VSMOX]ON!Lc!̂ RO!NOZK\^WOX^!YP!R_WKX

,4 ]O\`SMO]*! FRO! ]O\`SMO]! Z\Y`SNON! Lc! ^RO! YMM_ZKXMc! ]RKVV! LOXOPS^! KM_^O

-+ ^\OK^WOX^!_XS^! MVSOX^](! KV^RY_QR! ^RO!YMM_ZKXMc!WKc!KV]Y!Z\Y`SNO! ]_MR

-, ]O\`SMO]! ^Y!Y^RO\!ZYZ_VK^SYX]*!=^!]RKVV!LO!K^! ^RO!NS]M\O^SYX!YP! ^RO!KM_^O

-- ^\OK^WOX^! _XS^! VSMOX]OO! ^Y! OS^RO\! MYX]^\_M^! ^RO! XOMO]]K\c! PS\O! ]KPO^c

-. ]OZK\K^SYX]!LO^aOOX! ^RO!YMM_ZKXMc!KXN! ^RO!KM_^O! ^\OK^WOX^!_XS^!Y\! ^Y

-/ K]]_WO! PS]MKV! KXN! KNWSXS]^\K^S`O! \O]ZYX]SLSVS^c! PY\! K]]_\SXQ! ^RK^! ^RO

-0 YMM_ZKXMc! WOO^]! ^RO! VSPO! ]KPO^c! MYNO! \O[_S\OWOX^]! K]! ]ZOMSPSON! KXN

-1 `O\SPSON!Lc!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^!YP!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!KXN!OX`S\YXWOX^*

-2 %==&!!FRO!]^K^O!LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R!WKc!Z\YW_VQK^O!\_VO]!K_^RY\SdSXQ

-3 ^RO!NOZK\^WOX^!YP!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!KXN!OX`S\YXWOX^!̂ Y!K]]O]]!K!ZOXKV^c!YP!_Z

-4 ^Y!YXO!R_XN\ON!NYVVK\]!ZO\!NKc!SP!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^!PSXN]!^RK^!KX!YMM_ZKXMc

.+ NYO]!XY^!MYWZVc!aS^R!VSPO!]KPO^c!MYNO!\O[_S\OWOX^]*!FRO!NOZK\^WOX^!]RKVV

., YXVc!K]]O]]!^RO!ZOXKV^c!KP^O\!^RO!KM_^O!^\OK^WOX^!_XS^!VSMOX]OO!RK]!RKN!KX

.- YZZY\^_XS^c!^Y!MY\\OM^!^RO!XYXMYWZVSKXMO*

.. %===&!!AY^RSXQ!SX!^RS]!]_L]OM^SYX!%.*0&!]RKVV!LO!MYX]^\_ON!^Y!Ob^OXN

./ ^RO! VSPO! ]KPO^c! MYNO! K_^RY\S^c! YP! ^RO! NOZK\^WOX^! YP! Z_LVSM! ROKV^R! KXN

.0 OX`S\YXWOX^! ^Y! KX! YMM_ZKXMc! ^RK^! S]! XY^! ]_LTOM^! ^Y! VSMOX]_\O! Lc! ^RO

.1 NOZK\^WOX^!KXN!^RK^!RK]!^RO!KZZ\YZ\SK^O!PS\O!]KPO^c!]OZK\K^SYX]!LO^aOOX

.2 ^RO!YMM_ZKXMc!KXN!^RO!KM_^O!^\OK^WOX^!_XS^*

.3 %L&!!7!VSMOX]OO!^RK^!S]!]_LTOM^!^Y!VSPO!]KPO^c!MYNO!Y`O\]SQR^!YP!YXO

.4 Y\!WY\O!YMM_ZKXMSO]!Z_\]_KX^!^Y!ZK\KQ\KZR!%K&!YP!^RS]!]_L]OM^SYX!%.*0&

/+ ]RKVV!ZKc!K!POO!Y\!POO]!SX!KMMY\NKXMO!aS^R!\_VO]!Z\YW_VQK^ON!Lc!^RO!]^K^O

/, LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R*

/- %M&!!7Xc!WYXOc]!MYVVOM^ON!Z_\]_KX^!^Y!^RS]!]_L]OM^SYX!%.*0&!]RKVV

/. LO! ^\KX]WS^^ON! ^Y! ^RO! ]^K^O! ^\OK]_\O\(!aRY!]RKVV! M\ONS^! ^RO! ]KWO! ^Y! ^RO

).)



, ROKV^R!PKMSVS^SO]!QOXO\KV!VSMOX]_\O!MK]R!P_XN!M\OK^ON!SX!]OM^SYX!-0).),+.*,*

- Y\!Z\O`OX^]!^RO!NOZK\^WOX^!P\YW!KMMO]]SXQ!\OVK^ON!P_XN]*

. 90/;365!%*#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-0).),+-(!=HAI@

/ %,&%N&!K]!PYVVYa]5

0 &)"'"%$&#! ! 4E?AINA! "! =KKGE?=OEJI! "! ENNP=I?A! "! ?AMOEBE?=OA! JB

1 ?JHKGE=I?A! MALPEMA@#! ! %,&! %N&! FRO! VSMOX]O! ]RKVV! LO! ]SQXON! Lc! ^RO

2 Z\O]SNOX^!KXN!K^^O]^ON!Lc!^RO!]OM\O^K\c!YP!^RO!]^K^O!LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R!KXN

3 RK`O!^RO!]^K^O!LYK\N$]!]OKV!KPPSbON!^Y!^RO!VSMOX]O*!FRO!VSMOX]O!ObZS\O]!YXO

4 cOK\!P\YW!^RO!NK^O!YP!S]]_KXMO*

,+ 90/;365!%+#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-0)2),,,(!=HAI@

,, %,&!K]!PYVVYa]5

,- &)"+"%%%#! !.@HEIENOM=OEJI!JB!=EM!LP=GEOT!?JIOMJG!KMJCM=HN!"

,. @EMA?OEQA!"!KMAN?ME>A@!BEMA!"!MAQEAR#!!%,&!!FRO!NS`S]SYX!]RKVV!KNWSXS]^O\

,/ KXN!OXPY\MO!̂ RO!KS\![_KVS^c!MYX^\YV!Z\YQ\KW]!KNYZ^ON!Lc!̂ RO!MYWWS]]SYX*

,0 =X!P_\^RO\KXMO!YP!]_MR!\O]ZYX]SLSVS^c!YP!̂ RO!NS`S]SYX(!̂ RO!ObOM_^S`O!NS\OM^Y\

,1 YP!̂ RO!NOZK\^WOX^!YP!Z_LVSM!ROKV^R!KXN!OX`S\YXWOX^!]RKVV!O]^KLVS]R!aS^RSX

,2 ^RO!NS`S]SYX!K!]OZK\K^O!KS\![_KVS^c!MYX^\YV!KQOXMc(!̂ RO!ROKN!YP!aRSMR!]RKVV

,3 LO!K!VSMOX]ON!Z\YPO]]SYXKV!OXQSXOO\!Y\!]RKVV!RK`O!K!Q\KN_K^O!NOQ\OO!SX

,4 OXQSXOO\SXQ!Y\!Y^RO\!]ZOMSKV^c!NOKVSXQ!aS^R!^RO!Z\YLVOW]!YP!KS\![_KVS^c

-+ MYX^\YV*! E_MR! ZO\]YX! ]RKVV! KV]Y! RK`O! KZZ\YZ\SK^O! Z\KM^SMKV! KXN

-, KNWSXS]^\K^S`O!ObZO\SOXMO!\OVK^ON!̂ Y!KS\![_KVS^c!MYX^\YV*!E_MR!ZO\]YX!]RKVV

-- XY^!LO!̂ RO!̂ OMRXSMKV!]OM\O^K\c!OWZVYcON!Z_\]_KX^!̂ Y!]OM^SYX!-0)2),+0!%.&*

-. 7Xc! ZY^OX^SKV! MYXPVSM^! YP! SX^O\O]^! YP! ]_MR! ZO\]YX! ]RKVV! LO! KNO[_K^OVc

-/ NS]MVY]ON!Z\SY\!^Y!KZZYSX^WOX^!KXN!K]!WKc!P\YW!^SWO!^Y!^SWO!K\S]O*!7VV

-0 ZYVSMSO]!KXN!Z\YMON_\O]!PYVVYaON!SX!^RO!KNWSXS]^\K^SYX!KXN!OXPY\MOWOX^

-1 YP! ^RO! KS\! [_KVS^c! MYX^\YV! Z\YQ\KW]! ^RK^! RK`O! LOOX! KNYZ^ON! Lc! ^RO

-2 MYWWS]]SYX!]RKVV!LO!]_LTOM^!^Y!]_ZO\`S]SYX!Lc!^RO!]^K^O!LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R*

-3 90/;365!%,#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-0)2),-2(!MAKA=G

-4 %.&(!%/&(!KXN!%0&!K]!PYVVYa]5

.+ &)"+"%&+#!!/JIOEIP=I?A!JB!ASENOEIC!MPGAN!=I@!JM@AMN#!%.&!!7VV

., KM^SYX](!Y\NO\](!KXN!NO^O\WSXK^SYX]!YP!^RO!KS\!ZYVV_^SYX!`K\SKXMO!LYK\N

.- M\OK^ON!Lc!K\^SMVO!-4!YP!MRKZ^O\!11(!8*D*E*!,41.(!K]!̂ RK^!K\^SMVO!ObS]^ON!YX

.. >KX_K\c! ,(! ,42+(! ]RKVV! \OWKSX! SX! P_VV! PY\MO! KXN! OPPOM^! _XVO]]

./ MY_X^O\WKXNON!Y\!WYNSPSON!Lc!]KSN!LYK\N!Z\SY\!^Y!>_Vc!,(!,43/(!Y\!_X^SV

.0 MY_X^O\WKXNON!Y\!WYNSPSON!Lc!^RO!MYWWS]]SYX!M\OK^ON!Lc!^RS]!K\^SMVO*

.1 %/&! !7VV!KM^SYX](!Y\NO\](!KXN!NO^O\WSXK^SYX]!YP! ^RO!KS\!ZYVV_^SYX

.2 `K\SKXMO!LYK\N!M\OK^ON!Lc!^RS]!K\^SMVO!K]!S^!ObS]^ON!Z\SY\!^Y!>_XO!-+(!,424(

.3 ]RKVV!\OWKSX!SX!P_VV!PY\MO!KXN!OPPOM^!_XVO]]!MY_X^O\WKXNON!Y\!WYNSPSON!Lc

.4 ]KSN!LYK\N!Z\SY\!^Y!>_Vc!,(!,43/(!Y\!_X^SV!MY_X^O\WKXNON!Y\!WYNSPSON!Lc

/+ ^RO!MYWWS]]SYX!M\OK^ON!Lc!^RS]!K\^SMVO*

/, %0&! ! 7VV! KM^SYX](! Y\NO\](! KXN! NO^O\WSXK^SYX]! YP! ^RO! KS\! [_KVS^c

/- ROK\SXQ]!LYK\N!M\OK^ON!Lc!^RS]!K\^SMVO!K]!^RS]!K\^SMVO!ObS]^ON!Z\SY\!^Y!>_Vc

/. ,(!,43/(! ]RKVV! \OWKSX! SX! P_VV! PY\MO! KXN! OPPOM^! _X^SV! MY_X^O\WKXNON! Y\

)/)



, WYNSPSON!Lc!^RO!MYWWS]]SYX!M\OK^ON!Lc!^RS]!K\^SMVO*

- 90/;365!%-#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-0),,),+0(!=HAI@

. %,&!K]!PYVVYa]5

/ &)"%%"%$)#!!8=@E=OEJI!=@QENJMT!?JHHEOOAA#!!%,&!!FRO!QY`O\XY\

0 ]RKVV!KZZYSX^!K!\KNSK^SYX!KN`S]Y\c!MYWWS^^OO!YP!XSXO!WOWLO\](!XY!WY\O

1 ^RKX!PY_\!YP!aRYW!]RKVV!\OZ\O]OX^!KXc!YXO!ZYVS^SMKV!ZK\^c!KXN!^R\OO!YP

2 aRYW!]RKVV!\OZ\O]OX^!SXN_]^\c(!̂ R\OO!̂ RO!ROKVSXQ!K\^](!KXN!̂ R\OO!̂ RO!Z_LVSM

3 KXN!Z\S`K^O!SX]^S^_^SYX]!YP!RSQRO\!ON_MK^SYX*!@OWLO\]!YP!^RO!MYWWS^^OO

4 ]RKVV!]O\`O!K^!^RO!NS]M\O^SYX!YP!^RO!QY`O\XY\!KXN!]RKVV!LO!\OSWL_\]ON!PY\

,+ XOMO]]K\c!KXN!KM^_KV!ObZOX]O]!SXM_\\ON!SX!K^^OXNKXMO!K^!WOO^SXQ]*!Y\!PY\

,, K_^RY\SdON! L_]SXO]]! YP! ^RO! LYK\N*! FRO! MYWWS^^OO! ]RKVV! P_\XS]R! ^Y! ^RO

,- NOZK\^WOX^! ]_MR! ^OMRXSMKV! KN`SMO! K]!WKc!LO! NO]S\KLVO! Y\! \O[_S\ON! YX

,. WK^^O\]!\OVK^SXQ!^Y!^RO!\KNSK^SYX!MYX^\YV!Z\YQ\KW*

,/ 90/;365!&$#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-0)-+*0),+/(!MAKA=G

,0 %,&!KXN!%,&!%L&!K]!PYVVYa]5

,1 &)"&$#)"%$(#!!1PI?OEJIN!JB!@EQENEJI#!!%,&!!FRO!NS`S]SYX!RK]!^RO

,2 PYVVYaSXQ!P_XM^SYX]5

,3 %K&! !BX!Y\!LOPY\O!<OL\_K\c!,(!-++,(! ^Y!]_LWS^! ^Y! ^RO!ObOM_^S`O

,4 NS\OM^Y\! KXN! ^Y! ^RO!QY`O\XY\! PY\! KZZ\Y`KV! K! ]^K^O! ZVKX! PY\! NOVS`O\c!YP

-+ Z\O`OX^SYX(!SX^O\`OX^SYX(!KXN!^\OK^WOX^!]O\`SMO]!^Y!cY_^R!^R\Y_QRY_^!^RO

-, ]^K^O!K]!Z\Y`SNON!SX!]OM^SYX!-0)-+*0),+0(!KXN!̂ Y!LSOXXSKVVc!\O`SOa!̂ RO!]^K^O

-- ZVKX!KXN!]_LWS^!\O`S]SYX]!K]!Z\Y`SNON!Lc!\_VO!YP!̂ RO!]^K^O!LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R

-. ^Y!^RO!ObOM_^S`O!NS\OM^Y\!KXN!^RO!QY`O\XY\!PY\!KZZ\Y`KV6

-/ %L&!FY!SNOX^SPc!ZO\PY\WKXMO!SXNSMK^Y\]!PY\!Z\O`OX^SYX(!SX^O\`OX^SYX(

-0 KXN!̂ \OK^WOX^!Z\YQ\KW]!LK]ON!YX!̂ RO!]^KXNK\N]!KNYZ^ON!Lc!̂ RO!]^K^O!LYK\N

-1 YP! ROKV^R! Z_\]_KX^! ^Y! ]OM^SYX! -0)-+*0),+1! %-&%N&(! KXN! ^Y! \O`SOa(! K]

-2 Z\Y`SNON! SX! ]OM^SYX! -0)-+*0),+3(! KVV! Z\O`OX^SYX(! SX^O\`OX^SYX(! KXN

-3 ^\OK^WOX^! Z\YQ\KW]! YZO\K^ON! Lc! ^RO! NS`S]SYX! KXN! Lc! Y^RO\! ]^K^O

-4 NOZK\^WOX^]6

.+ 90/;365!&%#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!MAKA=G!-0)-+*0),+0*

., 90/;365!&&#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!MAKA=G!-0)-+*0),+1*

.- 90/;365!&'#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!MAKA=G!-0)-+*0),+2*

.. 90/;365!&(#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!MAKA=G!-0)-+*0),+3*

./ 90/;365!&)#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!MAKA=G!-0)-+*0),+4*

.0 90/;365!&*#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!-1)1*/),+/(!=HAI@

.1 %,&%L&!K]!PYVVYa]5

.2 &*"*#("%$(#! ! 5PMNA! DJHA! QENEOJM! KMJCM=H! "! ?MA=OA@! "! MPGAN#!

.3 %,&!%L&!!FRO!X_\]O!RYWO!`S]S^Y\!Z\YQ\KW!M\OK^ON!SX!K\^SMVO!.,!YP!^S^VO!-0(

.4 8*D*E*(! K]! S^! ObS]^ON! Z\SY\! ^Y! >_Vc! ,(! -+,.(! S]! ^\KX]PO\\ON! ^Y! ^RO! ]^K^O

/+ NOZK\^WOX^!YP!R_WKX!]O\`SMO]*!7VV!\_VO](!Y\NO\](!KXN!KaK\N]!YP!^RO!]^K^O

/, LYK\N!YP!ROKV^R!MYXMO\XSXQ!^RO!X_\]O!RYWO!̀ S]S^Y\!Z\YQ\KW!KNYZ^ON!Z\SY\

/- ^Y!>_Vc!,(!-+,.(!MYX^SX_O!̂ Y!LO!OPPOM^S`O!_X^SV!\O`S]ON(!KWOXNON(!\OZOKVON(

/. Y\!X_VVSPSON!Z_\]_KX^!̂ Y!VKa*!7VV!Q\KX^]!SX!ObS]^OXMO!K]!YP!>_Vc!,(!-+,.(!K\O

)0)



, `KVSN!^R\Y_QR!>_XO!.+(!-+,/(!KXN!WKc!LO!Ob^OXNON!Y\!\OXOaON!LOcYXN

- ]KSN!NK^O*

. 90/;365!&+#!!=X!8YVY\KNY!DO`S]ON!E^K^_^O](!.,),0)2,+(!=HAI@

/ %,&%K&%H=&!K]!PYVVYa]5

0 '%"%)"+%$#!!<=OAM!KJGGPOEJI!?JIOMJG#!!%,&!!FRO!QY`O\XSXQ!LYNc!YP

1 OKMR!W_XSMSZKVS^c!RK]!^RO!ZYaO\5

2 %K&! ! FY! Z\Y`SNO! PY\! ^RO! MVOKX]SXQ! KXN! Z_\SPSMK^SYX! YP! aK^O\(

3 aK^O\MY_\]O](!KXN!MKXKV]!KXN!^RO!N\KSXSXQ!Y\!PSVVSXQ!YP!ZYXN]!YX!Z\S`K^O
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BILL TOPIC: "CDPHE Division Of Administration Personnel Policy"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
DRAFT

LLS NO. 19-0112.01 Kristen Forrestal x4217 COMMITTEE BILL

@House1 Committees @House2 Committees

A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE ELIMINATION OF REDUNDANT STATUTORY101

PROVISIONS REGARDING PERSONNEL POLICIES OF THE DIVISION102

OF ADMINISTRATION WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC103

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT.104

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals statutory
provisions regarding the personnel policies of the division of
administration within the department of public health and environment.

Statutory Revision Committee

Shading denotes HOUSE amendment. Double underlining denotes SENATE amendment.
Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material to be added to existing statute.

Dashes through the words indicate deletions from existing statute.
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Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal redundant statutory3

provisions within the Colorado department of public health and4

environment. The general assembly further declares that repealing these5

statutory provisions does not alter the scope or applicability of the6

remaining statutes.7

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, repeal 25-1-106 as8

follows:9

25-1-106. Division personnel. The executive director of the10

department shall appoint the director of the division of administration,11

pursuant to the provisions of section 13 of article XII of the state12

constitution. Each subdivision (and section) of the division of13

administration shall be under the management of a head, and such heads14

and all other subordinate personnel of the division shall be appointed by15

the director of the division, subject to the constitution and state personnel16

system laws of the state, and shall possess qualifications approved by the17

board. All personnel shall receive such compensation as fixed by the18

executive director with the approval of the board, subject to the19

constitution and state personnel system laws of the state and within the20

limits of funds made available to the department by appropriation of the21

general assembly or otherwise. With the approval of the executive22

director, employees shall also be allowed traveling and subsistence23

expenses actually and necessarily incurred in the performance of their24

official duties when absent from their places of residence.25

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act26
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takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the1

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August2

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a3

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the4

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act5

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect6

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in7

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the8

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.9
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BILL TOPIC: "CDPHE Child Care In Nursing Homes"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
DRAFT

LLS NO. 19-0113.01 Kristen Forrestal x4217 COMMITTEE BILL

@House1 Committees @House2 Committees

A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE ELIMINATION OF CERTAIN STATUTORY PROVISIONS101

ENCOURAGING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND102

ENVIRONMENT TO DEVELOP CHILD CARE CENTERS WITHIN103

NURSING HOME FACILITIES.104

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals statutory
provisions that encouraged the department of public health and
environment to establish child care centers in nursing home facilities.

Statutory Revision Committee

Shading denotes HOUSE amendment. Double underlining denotes SENATE amendment.
Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material to be added to existing statute.

Dashes through the words indicate deletions from existing statute.
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Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assemblyfurther declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, repeal part 10 of7

article 1 of title 25 as follows:8

PART 109

CHILD CARE PROGRAMS IN10

NURSING HOME FACILITIES11

25-1-1001. Legislative declaration. The general assemblyhereby12

finds that the operation of child care centers in nursing home facilities is13

desirable because the benefit to nursing home facility employees in14

having on-location child care will improve the quality of care in nursing15

home facilities by stabilizing the nursing home work force and because16

the general public, especially in rural areas, will benefit from the17

increased availability of day care centers in their communities. The18

general assembly also finds that the operation of child care centers in19

nursing home facilities is desirable because the intergenerational contact20

has been proven to be beneficial to the health and well-being of elderly21

persons and, therefore, will improve the quality of life of elderly residents22

in nursing home facilities and because the intergenerational contact will23

be beneficial to the children as well. The general assembly, therefore,24

declares that the intent of this part 10 is to encourage the development of25

child care centers in nursing home facilities by encouraging the creation26
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of private grants to provide funds to start such centers and by requiring1

the state agencies which license nursing home facilities and child care2

centers to study and recommend statutory and regulatory changes to3

facilitate and encourage the development of child care centers in nursing4

home facilities.5

25-1-1002. Definitions. As used in this part 10, unless the context6

otherwise requires:7

(1) "Nursing home facility" means a facility which provides8

skilled nursing home services or intermediate care nursing home services.9

25-1-1003. Grant program - requirements - use of medical10

assistance funds prohibited. (1) The department of public health and11

environment may encourage the development of a private grant program12

to provide start-up funds to nursing home facilities for the purpose of13

establishing child care centers located in such nursing home facilities.14

(2) The state board of health, after consultation with the division15

in the department of human services involved in licensing child care16

centers and if the committee formed in section 25-1-1004 recommends17

the establishment of child care facilities in nursing homes, shall18

promulgate reasonable rules and regulations establishing any necessary19

requirements for operating a day care center in a nursing home facility.20

Such rules and regulations shall include, but need not be limited to, the21

following:22

(a) Requirements for the operation of a safe and good-quality23

child care operation in the nursing home facility or upon the nursing24

home facility's grounds, which shall include:25

(I) Precautions required to be taken to ensure that all staff and26

residents who will participate in the intergenerational programs have not27
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been involved in incidents of sexual abuse or child abuse;1

(II) Requirements relating to the ability to properly care for the2

children;3

(III) Child care ratios of staff to children;4

(IV) Requirements relating to the constant supervision of the5

children by staff members and not by nursing home residents;6

(V) Life safety and fire regulations;7

(b) Requirements on the amount and type of liability insurance8

necessary to insure the risks associated with the child care operation;9

(c) Requirements on the ways in which the nursing home residents10

may be involved in the child care center and the requirement that the11

participation of nursing home residents in intergenerational activities with12

the children in the child care operation shall be on a voluntary basis;13

(d) Requirements that any fees assessed to the employees of the14

nursing home facilitywhose children participate in the child care program15

will be based on a sliding scale;16

(e) Requirements that the participation of employees of the17

nursing home facility in the enrollment of their children in the18

intergenerational day care program of the nursing home facility shall be19

on a voluntary basis.20

(3) No medical assistance funds under the "Colorado Medical21

Assistance Act", articles 4, 5, and 6 of title 25.5, C.R.S., shall be used to22

subsidize the cost of operating a day care center or day care program in23

a nursing home facility.24

25-1-1004. Study of statutes and rules and regulations25

pertaining to nursing home facilities and day care centers. (1) The26

department of public health and environment and the department of27
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human services, in conjunction with representatives of the nursing home1

industry, child care operators, and experts on child care programs in2

nursing home facilities, shall examine and study the existing statutes and3

rules and regulations concerning the licensing of child care centers and4

of nursing home facilities to determine what statutory or regulatory5

changes or both would make it easier for a nursing home facility to6

operate a child care center. The study shall also include an examination7

of the advantages and disadvantages of operating such intergenerational8

programs and the most appropriate and practical ways to design such9

intergenerational child care programs which are beneficial both to the10

children and to the elderly persons.11

(2) The study conducted by the department of public health and12

environment and the department of human services shall include, but13

need not be limited to, consideration of the following:14

(a) The establishment of new rules and regulations by the15

department of public health and environment and the department of16

human services which would allow nursing home facilities to operate a17

child care operation in the nursing home facilities;18

(b) A coordinated licensure program to license a child care19

operation in a nursing home facility which would be based on rules and20

regulations designed specifically for the operation of a child care center21

in a nursing home facility.22

(3) Repealed.23

(4) The department of public health and environment and the24

department of human services shall comply with the requirements of this25

part 10 within the current appropriation established for each department.26

No request for appropriations shall be made to the general assembly for27
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the implementation of this part 10.1

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 12-39-102, amend2

the introductory portion and (4) as follows:3

12-39-102. Definitions. As used in this article 39, unless the4

context otherwise requires:5

(4) "Nursing home facility" shall have the same meaning as that6

set forth in section 25-1-1002, C.R.S., and shall include MEANS A7

FACILITY THAT PROVIDES SKILLED NURSING HOME SERVICES OR8

INTERMEDIATE CARE NURSING HOME SERVICES AND INCLUDES nursing care9

facilities, whether proprietary or nonprofit, which THAT are licensed10

under section 25-1.5-103 (1)(a)(I) C.R.S., or pursuant to the rules for11

nursing homes promulgated by the department of public health and12

environment. The term "nursing home" includes but is not limited to13

nursing homes owned or administered by the state government or any14

agency or political subdivision thereof OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT.15

<{The definition referenced here is repealed in section 2 (section16

25-1-1002) above. I copied the definition from that repealed provision17

and inserted here as a conforming amendment.}>18

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act19

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the20

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August21

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a22

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the23

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act24

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect25

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in26
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November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the1

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.2
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BILL TOPIC: "CDPHE Emergency Medical & Trauma Care System"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
DRAFT

LLS NO. 19-0114.01 Kristen Forrestal x4217 COMMITTEE BILL

@House1 Committees @House2 Committees

A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE STATEWIDE EMERGENCY MEDICAL AND TRAUMA101

CARE SYSTEM IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND102

ENVIRONMENT,AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, ELIMINATING103

THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH104

COOPERATE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL IN105

ADOPTING CERTAIN CRITERIA.106

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals language:

Statutory Revision Committee

Shading denotes HOUSE amendment. Double underlining denotes SENATE amendment.
Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material to be added to existing statute.

Dashes through the words indicate deletions from existing statute.
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! Requiring the department of public health and environment
to implement a statewide emergency medical and trauma
care system by July 1, 1997; and

! Requiring the state board of health to cooperate with the
department of personnel in adopting certain criteria that
counties must identify in their own regional systems.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assembly further declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-3.5-704, amend7

(1) as follows:8

25-3.5-704. Statewide emergency medical and trauma care9

system - development and implementation - duties of department -10

rules adopted by board. (1) The department shall develop, implement,11

and monitor a statewide emergency medical and trauma care system in12

accordance with the provisions of this part 7 and with rules adopted by13

the state board. The system shall be implemented statewide no later than14

July 1, 1997. In addition, the board shall cooperate with the department15

of personnel in adopting criteria for adequate communications systems16

that counties shall be required to identify in regional emergency medical17

and trauma system plans in accordance with subsection (2) of this section.18

Pursuant to section 24-50-504 (2), C.R.S., the department may contract19

with any public or private entity in performing any of its duties20

concerning education, the statewide trauma registry, and the verification21

process as set forth in this part 7.22
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SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act1

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the2

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August3

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a4

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the5

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act6

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect7

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in8

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the9

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.10
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BILL TOPIC: "CDPHE Blood Lead Levels In Children"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
DRAFT

LLS NO. 19-0115.01 Kristen Forrestal x4217 COMMITTEE BILL

@House1 Committees @House2 Committees

A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE ELIMINATION OF THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE101

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT ESTABLISH102

A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN RELATED TO BLOOD LEAD LEVELS IN103

CHILDREN.104

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals the requirement
that the department of public health and environment establish a
comprehensive plan to prevent elevated blood lead levels in children and

Statutory Revision Committee

Shading denotes HOUSE amendment. Double underlining denotes SENATE amendment.
Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material to be added to existing statute.

Dashes through the words indicate deletions from existing statute.
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to control exposure of children to lead-based paint hazards in residences
and child-occupied facilities.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory references3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assemblyfurther declares that repealing these statutory references5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, repeal 25-5-1104 as7

follows:8

25-5-1104. Comprehensive plan. (1) On or before July 1, 1998,9

the department shall establish a comprehensive plan to prevent elevated10

blood lead levels in children and to control exposure of children to11

lead-based paint hazards in residences and child-occupied facilities. The12

plan shall include:13

(a) Development of standards by the state board of health14

concerning the method and frequency of screening of young children for15

elevated blood lead levels. The state board of health shall consult with16

recognized medical, public health, and environmental professionals and17

appropriate professional organizations in the development of such18

standards.19

(b) Development of a comprehensive education program20

regarding lead contamination that makes appropriate educational21

materials available to health care providers, child care providers, schools,22

owners and tenants of residential dwellings built prior to 1978, and23

parents of young children;24

(c) Case management and environmental follow-up services by25
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state or local health agencies to ensure that all cases of elevated blood1

lead levels in children receive service appropriate for the severity of the2

lead exposure;3

(d) Recommendations concerning further legislative actions to4

address lead exposure, including, but not limited to, requiring third-party5

insurers or payers, including medicaid, to provide coverage for screening,6

treatment, environmental investigations, and environmental intervention;7

(e) Proposed regulations governing the requirement, timing, and8

conduct of environmental investigations and interventions; and9

(f) A detailed fiscal analysis of the lead hazard reduction program.10

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, amend 25-5-110311

as follows:12

25-5-1103. Lead hazard reduction program. There is hereby13

created the lead hazard reduction program in the department of public14

health and environment to perform prevention, intervention, and general15

hazard reduction activities needed to reduce exposure of children to16

lead-based paint hazards. As part of the program, the department shall17

coordinate actions between the department and the departments of18

education, human services, health care policy and financing, and local19

affairs to produce a comprehensive plan and program to prevent elevated20

blood lead levels in children and to control exposure to lead-based paint21

hazards in residences and child-occupied facilities in Colorado. The22

provisions of this part 11 apply only to lead-based paint hazards. <{This23

appears to be a conforming amendment.}>24

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act25

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the26

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August27
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2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a1

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the2

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act3

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect4

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in5

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the6

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.7
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BILL TOPIC: "Repeal Cancer Drug Repository Act"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE REPEAL OF THE "COLORADO CANCER DRUG101

REPOSITORY ACT".102

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals the "Colorado
Cancer Drug Repository Act".

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1
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SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly1

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions2

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The3

general assembly further declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions4

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.5

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, repeal article 35 of6

title 25 as follows:7

ARTICLE 358

Colorado Cancer Drug Repository Program9

25-35-101. Short title. This article shall be known and may be10

cited as the "Colorado Cancer Drug Repository Act".11

25-35-102. Definitions. As used in this article, unless the context12

otherwise requires:13

(1) "Cancer drug" means a prescription drug that is used to treat14

cancer or the side effects of cancer.15

(2) "Department" means the department of public health and16

environment.17

(3) "Dispense" shall have the same meaning as set forth in section18

12-42.5-102 (11), C.R.S.19

(4) "Eligible patient" means an uninsured or underinsured cancer20

patient who meets the eligibility criteria established in rule by the state21

board.22

(5) "Health care facility" means a hospital, hospice, or hospital23

unit that is required to be licensed pursuant to section 25-3-101.24

(6) "Medical clinic" means a community health clinic required to25

be licensed or certified by the department pursuant to section 25-1.5-103.26

(7) "Medical device" means an instrument, apparatus, implement,27
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machine, contrivance, implant, in vitro reagent, or other similar or related1

article, including a component, part, or accessary that is:2

(a) Recognized in the official national formulary, or the United3

States pharmacopoeia, or any supplement;4

(b) Intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other5

conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease,6

in humans or animals; or7

(c) Intended to affect the structure or any function of the human8

body or animals, that does not achieve any of its primary intended9

purposes through chemical action within or on the human body or10

animals, and that is not dependent upon being metabolized for the11

achievement of any of its primary intended purposes.12

(8) "Pharmacist" means an individual licensed by this state13

pursuant to article 42.5 of title 12, C.R.S., to engage in the practice of14

pharmacy.15

(9) "Program" means the Colorado cancer drug repository16

program created in section 25-35-103.17

(10) "State board" means the state board of health.18

25-35-103. Cancer drug repository - administration - donation19

- dispensing - cancer drugs - medical devices. (1) There is hereby20

established the Colorado cancer drug repository program for the purpose21

of allowing a cancer patient or the patient's family to donate unused22

cancer drugs and medical devices to uninsured and underinsured cancer23

patients in the state of Colorado. The program shall be administered by24

the department.25

(2) The program shall allow a cancer patient or the patient's family26

to donate unused cancer drugs or medical devices to a health care facility,27
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medical clinic, or pharmacy that elects to participate in the program. A1

health care facility, medical clinic, or pharmacy that receives a donated2

cancer drug or medical device under the program may distribute the3

cancer drug to another eligible health care facility, medical clinic, or4

pharmacy for use under the program.5

(3) A pharmacist may accept and dispense cancer drugs and6

medical devices donated under the program to eligible patients if all of7

the following requirements are met:8

(a) (I) The cancer drug or medical device is in its original,9

unopened, sealed, and tamper-evident packaging or, if packaged in10

single-unit doses, the single-unit-dose packaging is unopened; or11

(II) The pharmacist has determined that the cancer drug or12

medical device is safe for redistribution;13

(b) The cancer drug bears an expiration date that has not expired;14

(c) The cancer drug or medical device is not adulterated or15

misbranded, as determined by a pharmacist; and16

(d) The cancer drug or medical device is prescribed by a17

practitioner, as defined in section 12-42.5-102 (32), C.R.S., for use by an18

eligible patient and is dispensed by a pharmacist.19

(4) A cancer drug or medical device donated under the program20

may not be resold. A health care facility, medical clinic, or pharmacy may21

charge an eligible patient a handling fee to receive a donated cancer drug22

or medical device, which fee may not exceed the amount specified in rule23

by the state board.24

(5) Nothing in this section requires a health care facility, medical25

clinic, or pharmacy to participate in the program.26

(6) A health care facility, medical clinic, or pharmacy that elects27
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to participate in the program shall establish eligibility criteria for1

individuals to receive donated cancer drugs or medical devices.2

Dispensation shall be prioritized to cancer patients who are uninsured or3

underinsured. Dispensation to other cancer patients shall be permitted if4

an uninsured or underinsured cancer patient is not available.5

25-35-104. Rules. (1) The state board, in consultation with the6

state board of pharmacy, shall promulgate any rules necessary for the7

implementation and administration of the program. The rules shall8

include, at a minimum:9

(a) Requirements for health care facilities, medical clinics, and10

pharmacies to accept and dispense donated cancer drugs and medical11

devices under the program, including but not limited to:12

(I) Eligibility criteria; and13

(II) Standards and procedures for a health care facility, medical14

clinic, or pharmacy to accept, safely store, and dispense donated cancer15

drugs and medical devices.16

(b) and (c) Repealed.17

(d) The maximum handling fee that a health care facility, medical18

clinic, or pharmacy may charge for distributing or dispensing donated19

cancer drugs or medical devices.20

(e) Repealed.21

25-35-105. Liability - prescription drug manufacturers.22

Nothing in this article shall be construed to create or abrogate any liability23

on behalf of a prescription drug manufacturer for the storage, donation,24

acceptance, or dispensing of a cancer drug or medical device, or to create25

any civil cause of action against a prescription drug manufacturer, in26

addition to that which is available under applicable law.27
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SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act1

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the2

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August3

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a4

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the5

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act6

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect7

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in8

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the9

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.10
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BILL TOPIC: "CDPHE Cancer Drug Testing"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE REPEAL OF STATUTORY PROVISIONS REQUIRING THE101

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT TO TEST102

SUBSTANCES THAT ARE PURPORTED TO HAVE VALUE IN THE103

TREATMENT OF CANCER.104

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals language
requiring the department of public health and environment to test
substances that any individual, person, firm, association, or other entity
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has held out to have value in the diagnosis, treatment, alleviation, or cure
of cancer.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assemblyfurther declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, repeal article 50 of7

title 25 as follows:8

ARTICLE 509

Cancer Cure Control10

25-50-101. Definitions. As used in this article 50, unless the11

context otherwise requires:12

(1) "Cancer" means all malignant neoplasms regardless of the13

tissue of origin including malignant lymphoma and leukemia.14

(2) "Department" means the department of public health and15

environment.16

(3) "Licensed dentist" means a person licensed to practice17

dentistry under article 35 of title 12 by the Colorado dental board or its18

successor.19

(4) "Licensed physician or osteopath" means a person licensed to20

practice medicine under article 36 of title 12 by the Colorado medical21

board or its successor.22

25-50-102. Application of article. The provisions of this article23

50 shall not be construed in any manner to authorize any licensed24

physician, osteopath, or dentist to practice medicine or dentistry beyond25
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the limits imposed by the applicable statutes of the state.1

25-50-103. Powers and duties of department. (1) The2

department shall:3

(a) Prescribe reasonable rules with respect to the administration4

of this article 50;5

(b) Investigate violations of the provisions of this article 50 and6

report the violations to the appropriate enforcement authority;7

(c) Secure the investigation and testing of the content, method of8

preparation, efficacy, or use of drugs, medicines, compounds, or devices,9

held out by any individual, person, firm, association, or other entity in the10

state as of value in the diagnosis, treatment, or cure of cancer, prescribe11

reasonable regulations with respect to the investigation and testing, and12

make findings of fact and recommendations upon completion of any13

investigation and testing;14

(d) Hold hearings in respect to the investigations made under the15

provisions of subsection (1)(c) of this section, and subpoena witnesses16

and documents. Prior to issuance of a cease-and-desist order under17

section 25-50-107, a hearing shall be held by the department. The person18

furnishing a sample under section 25-50-104 shall be given due notice of19

the hearing and an opportunity to be heard.20

(e) Contract with independent scientific consultants for21

specialized services and advice.22

25-50-104. Investigation by department. On written request by23

the department, delivered personally or by mail, any individual, person,24

firm, association, or other entity that holds out either expressly or25

impliedly any drug, medicine, compound, or device as being of a value26

in the diagnosis, treatment, alleviation, or cure of cancer, shall furnish the27
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department with a sample as the department may deem necessary for1

adequate testing of the drug, medicine, compound, or device and shall2

specify the formula of any drug or compound and name all ingredients by3

their common or usual names, and, upon like request by the department,4

shall furnish further necessary information as it may request as to the5

composition and method of preparation of and the manner in which the6

drug, compound, or device is of value in diagnosis, treatment, alleviation,7

or cure of cancer.8

25-50-105. Failure to comply with request of department.9

(1) If there is failure to either provide the sample, disclose the formula,10

or name the ingredients as required by this article 50, it shall be11

conclusively presumed that the drug, medicine, compound, or device that12

is the subject of the department's request has no value in the diagnosis,13

treatment, alleviation, or cure of cancer.14

(2) Any individual, person, firm, association, or other entity that15

fails to comply with any of the provisions of this article 50, or with any16

order of the department validly issued under this article 50, is guilty of a17

misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as provided18

in section 18-1.3-505.19

25-50-106. Unlawful acts. (1) It is a misdemeanor for an20

individual, person, firm, association, or other entity, other than a licensed21

physician, licensed advanced practice nurse within his or her scope of22

practice, licensed osteopath, or licensed dentist to diagnose, treat, or23

prescribe for the treatment of cancer or to hold himself or herself out to24

any person as being able to cure, diagnose, treat, or prescribe for the25

treatment of the disease of cancer. A licensed chiropractor shall not treat26

cancer or prescribe for the treatment of cancer. A chiropractor may treat27
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any person for human ailments within the scope of his or her license even1

though the person has or may have cancer at the time, but if a chiropractor2

knows or has reason to believe that any patient has or may have cancer,3

he or she must refer the patient to a medical doctor or an osteopath.4

(2) It is a misdemeanor for any individual, person, firm,5

association, or other entity willfully and falsely to represent a device,6

substance, or treatment as being of a value in the treatment, alleviation,7

or cure of cancer. Nothing in this section shall abridge the existent rights8

of the press. Any person who is convicted of a third or any subsequent9

violation of this article 50 commits a class 6 felony and shall be punished10

as provided in section 18-1.3-401.11

25-50-107. Findings - cease-and-desist order. (1) Following an12

investigation or testing of the content or composition of any drug,13

medicine, compound, or device held out either expressly or impliedly by14

any individual, person, firm, association, or other entity to be of value in15

the diagnosis, treatment, alleviation, or cure of cancer and after a hearing16

as provided in section 25-50-103, the department may direct that any such17

individual, person, firm, association, or other entity shall cease and desist18

any further holding out, either expressly or impliedly, that any such drug,19

medicine, compound, or device, or any substantially similar drug,20

medicine, compound, or device, is of value in the diagnosis or treatment21

of cancer.22

(2) In the investigation or testing required by this article 50 to23

determine the value or lack of value of any drug, medicine, compound, or24

device in the diagnosis, treatment, or cure of cancer, the department, as25

it deems necessary or advisable, shall utilize the facilities and findings of26

its own laboratories or other appropriate laboratories, clinics, hospitals,27
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and nonprofit cancer research institutes recognized by the national cancer1

institute within this state or the facilities and findings of the federal2

government or of the national cancer institute. The department may3

arrange, by contract, for investigation by and submission to it of findings,4

conclusions, or opinions of trained scientists in the appropriate5

departments of universities, medical schools, clinics, hospitals, and6

nonprofit cancer research institutes recognized by the national cancer7

institute and the submission to it of findings, conclusions, or opinions of8

other qualified scientists. Prior to the issuance of a cease-and-desist order9

under this section, the department shall make a written finding of fact10

based on the investigation that the drug, medicine, compound, or device11

so investigated has been found to be either definitely harmful or of no12

value in the diagnosis, treatment, alleviation, or cure of cancer, and the13

department shall be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the written14

findings of fact are true.15

25-50-108. Injunction. (1) If an individual, person, firm,16

association, or other entity, after service upon him, her, or it of a17

cease-and-desist order issued by the department under section 25-50-107,18

persists in prescribing, recommending, or using the drug, medicine,19

compound, or device described in the cease-and-desist order, or a20

substantially similar drug, medicine, compound, or device, the district21

court in any county, on application of the department and when satisfied22

by a preponderance of the evidence that the written findings of fact23

required of the department by section 25-50-107 are true, may issue an24

order to show cause why there should not be issued an injunction or other25

appropriate order restraining the individual, person, firm, association, or26

other entity from holding out either expressly or impliedly the drug,27
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medicine, compound, or device, or any substantially similar drug,1

medicine, compound, or device, as being of a value in the treatment,2

diagnosis, alleviation, or cure of cancer. After a hearing on the order to3

show cause, an injunction or other appropriate restraining order may be4

issued.5

(2) Any person against whom an injunction has been issued, under6

subsection (1) of this section, may not undertake to use in the diagnosis,7

treatment, or cure of cancer any new, experimental, untested, or secret8

drug, medicine, compound, or device without first submitting it to the9

department for investigation and testing.10

25-50-109. Investigation by executive director. (1) The11

executive director shall investigate possible violations of this article 5012

and report violations to the appropriate enforcement authority.13

(2) County or district health officers, district attorneys, and the14

attorney general shall cooperate with the executive director in the15

enforcement of this article 50.16

25-50-110. Reports of investigation. The department, in17

accordance with the provisions of section 24-1-136, may publish reports18

based on its investigation or testing of any drug, medicine, compound, or19

device prescribed, recommended, or used by any individual, person, firm,20

association, or other entity; and, when the use of any drug, medicine,21

compound, or device constitutes an imminent danger to health or a gross22

deception of the public, the department may take appropriate steps to23

publicize the same.24

25-50-111. Investigation not an endorsement. The investigation25

or testing of any product shall not be deemed to imply or indicate any26

endorsement of the qualifications or value of the product. No person shall27
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make any representation that investigation or testing under this article 501

constitutes any approval or endorsement of his, her, or its activities by the2

department. The investigation or testing of any product shall not be3

deemed to imply or indicate that the product is useless or harmful, and4

during testing no person shall make any representation, except to the5

department, that the product under test is discredited or that it has been6

found useless or harmful.7

25-50-112. Exceptions. (1) This article 50 shall not apply to the8

use of any drug, medicine, compound, or device intended solely for9

legitimate and bona fide investigational purposes by experts qualified by10

scientific training and experience to investigate the safety and therapeutic11

value thereof unless the department finds that the drug, medicine,12

compound, or device is being used in diagnosis or treatment for13

compensation and profit.14

(2) The provisions of this article 50 shall not apply to any person15

who depends exclusively upon prayer for healing in accordance with the16

teachings of a bona fide religious sect, denomination, or organization, nor17

practitioner thereof.18

(3) The provisions of this article 50 shall except any drug that is19

being clinically investigated as a cure, treatment, or aid to the diagnosis20

of cancer according to the regulations of the "Federal Food, Drug, and21

Cosmetic Act".22

(4) (a) (I) The provisions of this article 50 shall not apply to the23

compound known as laetrile when manufactured in Colorado and24

prescribed by a licensed physician after fully disclosing to his or her25

patient the known adverse effects and reactions and the known reliability26

or unreliability in cancer treatment of the compound.27
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(II) In prescribing the use of laetrile, the licensed physician shall1

do so only upon a request by the patient.2

(III) In complying with a patient's request concerning the use of3

laetrile, a licensed physician, pharmacist, hospital, or health care facility4

shall be immune from any civil or criminal liability for prescribing or5

administering laetrile as provided for in this subsection (4), but nothing6

in this subsection (4)(a)(III) shall preclude any cause of action brought by7

a patient against a licensed physician, pharmacist, hospital, or health care8

facility that does not arise from the prescription or administration of9

laetrile in accordance with the provisions of this subsection (4).10

(b) It is the intent of the general assembly that the exception11

granted by this subsection (4) does not constitute an endorsement of the12

use of laetrile nor does it in any way encourage its use.13

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act14

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the15

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August16

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a17

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the18

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act19

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect20

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in21

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the22

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.23
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BILL TOPIC: "Repeal CDPHE Health Facility Life Safety Statutes"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING CONFORMING AMENDMENTS NECESSITATED BY THE101

TRANSFER OF CERTAIN SAFETY AUTHORITIES FROM THE102

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT TO THE103

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY PURSUANT TO HOUSE BILL104

12-1268.105

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. In 2012, the general assembly
transferred functions related to safety regulations for health facilities from

Statutory Revision Committee
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the department of public health and environment (CDPHE) to the
department of public safety. The bill repeals statutory provisions that:

! Require CDPHE to adopt rules relating to fire safety of
health facilities; and

! Allow CDPHE to establish a life safety code for health
facilities.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assembly further declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-1-108, amend7

(1)(c)(II); and repeal (1)(c)(III) and (1)(c)(IV) as follows:8

25-1-108. Powers and duties of state board of health. (1) In9

addition to all other powers and duties conferred and imposed upon the10

state board of health by the provisions of this part 1, the board has the11

following specific powers and duties:12

(c) (II) To adopt rules and regulations and standards concerning13

building regulations and fire safety for skilled and intermediate health14

care facilities. The enforcement of these rules and regulations may be15

waived by the board for periods of time as recommended by the16

department if the rigid application thereof OF THE RULES would result in17

demonstrated financial hardship to a skilled or intermediate facility, but18

only if the waiver will not adversely affect the health and safety of19

patients.20

(III) All rules, regulations, and standards adopted prior to21

February 21, 1947, by the board concerning building regulations or fire22
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safety for nursing homes which are more strict than those provided by the1

highest standards as set forth in this paragraph (c) are nullified by this2

section, but nothing contained in this paragraph (c) shall be construed to3

prevent the department from adopting and enforcing, with respect to4

projects for which federal assistance has been obtained or shall be5

requested, such higher standards as may be required by applicable federal6

laws or regulations of federal agencies responsible for the administration7

of such federal laws.8

(IV) For the purpose of this part 1, all rules, regulations, and9

standards adopted prior to February 21, 1947, by the board or any board,10

office, or bureau whose duties are by virtue of this section transferred to11

the board or the department, in effect immediately prior to February 21,12

1947, and not inconsistent with the authority of the board as provided in13

this part 1 shall remain in full force and effect until superseded by rules,14

regulations, or standards duly adopted pursuant to this paragraph (c) by15

the board in conformance with this part 1, to the same effect as though16

such rules, regulations, and standards were adopted subsequent to the17

passage of this part 1 in full conformance therewith.18

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-1.5-103, amend19

(3.5) as follows:20

25-1.5-103. Health facilities - powers and duties of department21

- limitations on rules promulgated by department - definitions.22

(3.5) (a) (I) The department of public health and environment may23

establish life safety code and physical plant requirements for an24

occupancy that is contiguous with an acute treatment unit if the25

occupancy is operated by the acute treatment unit licensee and the26

services provided by the occupancy are outpatient services certified in27
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accordance with article 65 of title 27 C.R.S., to determine appropriate1

placement or detoxification services licensed by the department of human2

services. The services provided by the occupancy shall MUST benefit3

acute treatment unit clients, although the occupancy may also provide4

such services to other populations. It shall be at the discretion of The5

acute treatment unit licensee to MAY either construct the necessary fire6

safety separations between the occupancy and the acute treatment unit or7

to assume fiscal and administrative responsibility for assuring that the8

occupancy meets the life safety code requirements as specified and9

verified by the department of public health and environment SAFETY.10

(II) The state board of health may promulgate rules authorizing11

the department of public health and environment to assess a penalty of up12

to one hundred dollars per day if the department finds that an occupancy13

does not comply with life safety code requirements. The department shall14

only assess the penalty after the acute treatment unit licensee has had an15

opportunity to correct the noncompliance.16

(III) Nothing in this subsection (3.5) shall be construed to extend17

the life safety code authority of the department of public health and18

environment to an occupancy that is not subject to licensure by the19

department and that has the appropriate fire safety separations between20

the occupancy and the acute treatment unit.21

(b) A licensee that is subject to life safety code oversight of one22

or more occupancies pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subsection (3.5)23

shall pay a fee or fees in accordance with rules promulgated by the state24

board of health.25

(c) Any moneys collected pursuant to this subsection (3.5) shall26

be transmitted to the state treasurer, who shall credit the same to the27
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health facilities general licensure cash fund created in section 25-3-103.1.1

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act2

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the3

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August4

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a5

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the6

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act7

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect8

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in9

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the10

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.11
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BILL TOPIC: "Repeal Board Of Health Authority Over CDPHE Funds"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
DRAFT

LLS NO. 19-0119.01 Kristen Forrestal x4217 COMMITTEE BILL

@House1 Committees @House2 Committees

A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING CLARIFICATION THAT THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH HAS101

NO AUTHORITY OVER MONEY ALLOCATED TO THE DEPARTMENT102

OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT.103

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals the state board
of health's authority to accept, use, disburse, and administer money
allotted to the department of public health and environment for state and
local public works or public health functions.

Statutory Revision Committee
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Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assembly further declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-1-108, amend (1)7

introductory portion; and repeal (1)(f) as follows:8

25-1-108. Powers and duties of state board of health. (1) In9

addition to all other powers and duties conferred and imposed upon the10

state board of health by the provisions of this part 1, the board has the11

following specific powers and duties:12

(f) To accept and, through the division of administration, use,13

disburse, and administer all federal aid or other property, services, and14

moneys allotted to the department for state and local public works or15

public health functions, or allotted without designation of a specific16

agency for purposes which are within the functions of the department;17

and to prescribe, by rule or regulation not inconsistent with the laws of18

this state, the conditions under which such property, services, or moneys19

shall be accepted and administered. On behalf of the state, the board is20

empowered to make such agreements, with the approval of the attorney21

general, not inconsistent with the laws of this state, as may be required as22

a condition precedent to receiving such funds or other assistance.23

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-1-111, repeal (2)24

as follows:25

25-1-111. Revenues of department. (2) The department of the26
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treasury of this state is designated as custodian of all funds allotted to the1

state for the purpose outlined by section 25-1-108 (1)(f). Such funds and2

all other funds of the department shall be payable only on voucher signed3

by the executive director of the department and by the president of the4

board and shall be paid by warrant of the controller.5

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act6

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the7

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August8

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a9

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the10

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act11

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect12

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in13

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the14

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.15
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BILL TOPIC: "Repeal CDPHE Preparation Operational Planning"

First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
DRAFT
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE ELIMINATION OF THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE101

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH COMPLY WITH CERTAIN STATUTORY102

REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING THE PREPARATION OF103

OPERATIONAL PLANNING FUNCTIONS AS IF THE STATE BOARD104

WERE THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF105

PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT.106

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals the requirement

Statutory Revision Committee
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that the state board of health comply with certain statutory requirements
concerning the preparation of operational planning functions as if the
state board were the executive director of the department of public health
and environment.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assembly further declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-1-108, repeal7

(1)(h) as follows:8

25-1-108. Powers and duties of state board of health. (1) In9

addition to all other powers and duties conferred and imposed upon the10

state board of health by the provisions of this part 1, the board has the11

following specific powers and duties:12

(h) To comply with the requirements of section 24-1-136.5,13

C.R.S., concerning the preparation of operational master plans, facilities14

master plans, and facilities program plans, as if the state board of health15

were the executive director of the department.16

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act17

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the18

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly (August19

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a20

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the21

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act22

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect23
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unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in1

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the2

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.3
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING ELIMINATING THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE STATE101

BOARD OF HEALTH APPROVE THE RETENTION OF COUNSEL IN102

CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.103

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill removes the requirement
that the state board of health (state board) approve the retention of
counsel when the executive director of the department of public health
and environment seeks to bring an action to enjoin, prosecute, or enforce
public health laws or standards and the local district attorney fails to act.

Statutory Revision Committee
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The bill also removes the requirement that an agency, through its
county or district board of health or through its public health director,
acquire the approval of the state board before retaining counsel to defend
the agency and its officers and employees against actions brought against
them.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assemblyfurther declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, amend 25-1-112 as7

follows:8

25-1-112. Legal adviser - attorney general - actions. The9

attorney general shall be IS the legal adviser for the department and shall10

defend it in all actions and proceedings brought against it. The district11

attorney of the judicial district in which a cause of action may arise12

ARISES shall bring any action, civil or criminal ACTION requested by the13

executive director of the department to abate a condition which THAT14

exists in violation of, or to restrain or enjoin any action which THAT is in15

violation of, or to prosecute for the violation of or for the enforcement of16

the public health laws or AND the standards, orders, AND rules and17

regulations of the department established by or issued under the18

provisions of this part 1. If the district attorney fails to act, the executive19

director may bring any such action and shall be represented by the20

attorney general or with the approval of the board, by special counsel.21

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, amend 25-1-514 as22

follows:23
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25-1-514. Legal adviser - county attorney - actions. The county1

attorney for the county or the district attorney of the judicial district in2

which a cause of action arises shall bring any civil or criminal action3

requested by a county or district public health director to abate a condition4

that exists in violation of, or to restrain or enjoin any action that is in5

violation of, or to prosecute for the violation of or for the enforcement of,6

the public health laws and the standards, orders, and rules of the state7

board or a county or district board of health. If the county attorney or the8

district attorney fails to act, the public health director may bring an action9

and be represented by special counsel employed by him or her with the10

approval of the county or district board. An agency, through its county or11

district board of health or through its public health director, with the12

approval of the state board, may employ or retain and compensate an13

attorney to be the legal adviser of the agency and to defend all actions and14

proceedings brought against the agency or AND the officers and15

employees of the agency AGAINST ALL ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS16

BROUGHT AGAINST THEM.17

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act18

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the19

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August20

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a21

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the22

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act23

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect24

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in25

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the26

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.27
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First Regular Session
Seventy-second General Assembly
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE MANDATORY CONTENTS OF EACH LICENSE ISSUED TO101

A HOSPITAL BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND102

ENVIRONMENT.103

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals language
requiring each hospital license issued by the department of public health
and environment to include the signature of the president of the state
board of health (state board), the attestation of the secretary of the state
board, and the state board's seal.

Statutory Revision Committee
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Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assemblyfurther declares that repealing these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-3-102, amend7

(1)(d) as follows:8

25-3-102. License - application - issuance - certificate of9

compliance required. (1) (d) The license shall be signed by the10

president and attested by the secretary of the state board of health and11

have the state board's seal affixed to the license. The license expires one12

year from the date of issuance.13

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act14

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the15

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August16

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a17

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the18

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act19

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect20

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in21

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the22

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.23
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING AIR QUALITY CONTROL, AND, IN CONNECTION101

THEREWITH, ELIMINATING THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE STATE102

BOARD OF HEALTH SUPERVISE CERTAIN AIR QUALITY CONTROL103

PROGRAMS AND REMOVING STATUTORY PROVISIONS RELATING104

TO THE AIR POLLUTION VARIANCE BOARD AND THE AIR QUALITY105

HEARINGS BOARD.106

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill:

Statutory Revision Committee
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! Eliminates the requirement that the state board of health
supervise certain air quality control programs; and

! Removes statutory provisions relating to the air pollution
variance board and the air quality hearings board.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

relating to the Colorado department of public health and environment.4

The general assembly further declares that repealing these statutory5

provisions does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining6

statutes.7

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-7-111, amend (1)8

as follows:9

25-7-111. Administration of air quality control programs -10

directive - prescribed fire - review. (1) The division shall administer11

and enforce the air quality control programs adopted by the commission.12

In furtherance of such responsibilityof the division, the executive director13

of the department of public health and environment shall establish within14

the division a separate air quality control agency, the head of which shall15

be a licensed professional engineer or shall have a graduate degree in16

engineering or other specialty dealing with the problems of air quality17

control. Such person shall also have appropriate practical and18

administrative experience related to air quality control. Such person shall19

not be the technical secretary employed pursuant to section 25-7-105 (3).20

Any potential conflict of interest of such person shall be adequately21

disclosed prior to appointment and as may from time to time arise. All22

policies and procedures followed in the administration and enforcement23
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of the air quality control programs that have been adopted by the1

commission shall be subject to supervision by the state board of health.2

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-7-127, repeal (3),3

(4), and (5) as follows:4

25-7-127. Continuance of existing rules and orders. (3) All5

actions, orders, and determinations of the air pollution variance board6

created by article 29 of chapter 66, C.R.S. 1963, as that article existed on7

January 1, 1970, shall remain in full force and effect unless8

countermanded or modified by said board prior to July 1, 1984, or until9

countermanded or modified by the commission created by this article.10

(4) All actions, orders, and determinations of the air pollution11

variance board created by this article as it existed prior to June 20, 1979,12

shall remain in full force and effect unless countermanded or modified by13

said board prior to July 1, 1984, or until countermanded or modified by14

the commission created by this article.15

(5) All actions, orders, and determinations of the air quality16

hearings board created by this article as this article existed prior to July17

1, 1984, shall remain in full force and effect until countermanded or18

modified by the commission created by this article.19

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act20

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the21

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August22

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a23

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the24

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act25

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect26

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in27
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November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the1

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.2
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING WATER QUALITY CONTROL, AND, IN CONNECTION101

THEREWITH, ELIMINATING THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE STATE102

BOARD OF HEALTH APPROVE A MUNICIPALITY'S ENTRANCE INTO103

A JOINT OPERATING AGREEMENT WITH AN INDUSTRIAL104

ENTERPRISE FOR WORK RELATING TO SEWERAGE FACILITIES105

AND CLARIFYING THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF A WATER106

CONSERVANCY DISTRICT MUST COMPLY WITH THE RULES OF107

THE WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION CONCERNING THE108

MANNER IN WHICH WATERCOURSES OF THE DISTRICT ARE USED109

FOR WASTE DISPOSAL.110

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
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not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill:
! Eliminates the requirement that the state board of health

approve a municipality's entrance into a joint operating
agreement with an industrial enterprise for work relating to
sewerage facilities; and

! Clarifies that the board of directors of a water conservancy
district must comply with the rules of the water quality
control commission concerning the manner in which
watercourses of the district are used for waste disposal.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

relating to the Colorado department of public health and environment.4

The general assembly further declares that repealing these statutory5

provisions does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining6

statutes.7

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 31-15-710, amend8

(1)(a)(VI) as follows:9

31-15-710. Water pollution control. (1) The governing body of10

each municipality has the power:11

(a) To provide for the cleansing and purification of water,12

watercourses, and canals and the draining or filling of ponds on private13

property when necessary to prevent or abate nuisances; and for the14

purpose of aiding in the prevention and abatement of water pollution all15

municipalities are authorized:16

(VI) To enter into joint operating agreements with industrial17
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enterprises and to accept gifts or contributions from such industrial1

enterprises for the construction, reconstruction, improvement, betterment,2

and extension of sewerage facilities and sewage treatment works. When3

determined by its governing body to be in the public interest and4

necessary for the protection of public health, any A municipality is5

authorized to enter into and perform contracts, whether long-term or6

short-term, with any AN industrial establishment for the provision and7

operation by the municipality of sewerage facilities to abate or reduce the8

pollution of waters caused by discharges of industrial wastes by the9

industrial establishment and the payment periodically by the industrial10

establishment to the municipality of amounts at least sufficient, in the11

determination of such governing body, to compensate the municipality for12

the cost of providing, including payment of principal and interest charges,13

if any, and of operating and maintaining the sewerage facilities serving14

such industrial establishment. The powers set forth in this subparagraph15

(VI) may only be exercised after approval of the state board of health.16

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 37-3-106, amend (1)17

as follows:18

37-3-106. Regulations to protect works. (1) Where necessary,19

in order to secure the best results from the execution and operation of the20

plans of the district or to prevent damage to the district by the21

deterioration or misuse or by the pollution of the waters of any22

watercourse therein, the board of directors may make regulations RULES23

for and may prescribe the manner of building bridges, roads, fences, or24

other works in, into, along, or across any channel, reservoir, or other25

construction; and may prescribe the manner in which ditches or other26

works shall be adjusted to or connected with the works of the district or27
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any watercourse therein; and, when not in conflict with the regulations1

RULES of the state board of health WATER QUALITY CONTROL2

COMMISSION, may prescribe the manner in which the watercourses of the3

district may be used for sewer outlets or for disposal of waste.4

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act5

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the6

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August7

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a8

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the9

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act10

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect11

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in12

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the13

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.14
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Seventy-second General Assembly
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING ELIMINATING THE DUTY OF THE STATE BOARD OF101

HEALTH TO ADOPT RULES ESTABLISHING STANDARDS TO ENSURE102

THAT CERTAIN ENTITIES ARE PREPARED FOR AN EMERGENCY103

EPIDEMIC.104

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill repeals the requirement
that the state board of health adopt rules and establish standards to assure
area trauma advisory councils and managed care organizations are

Statutory Revision Committee
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prepared for an emergency epidemic.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to repeal statutory provisions3

relating to the Colorado department of public health and environment.4

The general assembly further declares that repealing these statutory5

provisions does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining6

statutes.7

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-1-108, amend8

(1)(c)(VI) as follows:9

25-1-108. Powers and duties of state board of health. (1) In10

addition to all other powers and duties conferred and imposed upon the11

state board of health by the provisions of this part 1, the board has the12

following specific powers and duties:13

(c) (VI) To adopt rules and to establish such standards as the14

board may deem necessary or proper to assure that hospitals; other acute15

care facilities; county, district, and municipal public health agencies; AND16

trauma centers area trauma advisory councils, and managed care17

organizations are prepared for an emergency epidemic, as defined in18

section 24-33.5-703 (4), C.R.S., that is declared to be a disaster19

emergency, including the immediate investigation of any case of a20

suspected emergency epidemic.21

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act22

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the23

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August24

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a25
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referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the1

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act2

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect3

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in4

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the5

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.6
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING CLARIFYING THAT MEMBERS OF THE RADIATION101

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ARE REIMBURSED FOR EXPENSES102
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Statutory Revision Committee. The bill clarifies that members
of the radiation advisory committee are reimbursed for necessary and
actual expenses incurred in attendance at meetings or for authorized
business of the committee.

Statutory Revision Committee
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Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to clarify statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of public health and environment. The4

general assemblyfurther declares that clarifying these statutoryprovisions5

does not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-11-105, amend7

(1) as follows:8

25-11-105. Radiation advisory committee. (1) The governor9

shall appoint a radiation advisory committee of nine members, no more10

than four of whom shall represent any one political party and three of11

whom shall represent industry, three the healing arts, and three the public12

and private institutions of higher education. Members of the committee13

shall serve at the discretion of the governor and shall be ARE reimbursed14

for necessary and actual expenses incurred in attendance at meetings or15

for authorized business of the board COMMITTEE. The committee shall16

furnish to the department such technical advice as may be desirable or17

required on matters relating to the radiation control program.18

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act19

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the20

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August21

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a22

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the23

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act24

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect25

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in26
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November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the1

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.2
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MEMORANDUM 2b1
 

TO: Statutory Revision Committee 

FROM: Kristen Forrestal, Office of  Legislative Legal Services 

DATE: October 10, 2019 

SUBJECT: Department of  Natural Resources: Removing outdated statutory 

language concerning gifts, grants, and donations and replacing with 

modernized language  

Summary 

The Department of  Natural Resources is authorized to “receive or reject gifts 

and devises of  money or property” in section 24-33-108, C.R.S., to be credited 

to a special fund known as the Colorado natural resources foundation fund. 

During the 2017 legislative session, the General Assembly passed Senate Bill 17-

2942 to amend subsection (3) of  this section, but the language of  the entire 

section has not been modernized to reflect the language currently used in the 

statutes to reflect a department’s authority to seek, accept, and expend gifts, 

grants, and donations from public or private sources. The entire section of  

statute should be updated to reflect current language. 

                                                 

1 This legal memorandum was prepared by the Office of  Legislative Legal Services (OLLS) in the course 

of  its statutory duty to provide staff  assistance to the Statutory Revision Committee (SRC). It does not 

represent an official legal position of  the OLLS, SRC, General Assembly, or the state of  Colorado, and 

is not binding on the members of  the SRC. This memorandum is intended for use in the legislative 

process and as information to assist the SRC in the performance of  its legislative duties. 

2 Senate Bill 17-294, Concerning the nonsubstantive revision of  statues in the Colorado Revised Statues, 

as amended, and, in connection therewith, amending or repealing obsolete, imperfect, and inoperative 

law to preserve the legislative intent, effect, and meaning of  the law. 

https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017A/bills/2017a_294_signed.pdf
https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017A/bills/2017a_294_signed.pdf
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This issue was brought to staff's attention by the Department of  Natural 

Resources. 

Analysis 

The language concerning the receipt of gifts and devises of money or 

property that is currently in statute should be removed and replaced with 

modern language used when drafting statutory provisions today. 

Section 24-33-108, C.R.S., reads in pertinent part: 

24-33-108. Gifts and devised to the department.  (1)  The department of  

natural resources is authorized to receive or reject gifts and devises of money 

or property and, subject to the terms of any gift or devise and to the provisions 

of any applicable law, to hold such funds or property in trust or invest, sell, or 

exchange the same and use either principal or interest or the proceeds of  sale or 

the exchanged property received for the benefit of  the department and the 

public as specified in this section. 

 (2)  The department of  natural resources may cooperate with and as-

sist any donor or foundation or similar organization intending to make gifts 

and devises of money and property for donation to or use by the depart-

ment in the provision and maintenance of  parks, recreational areas, or scenic 

or natural areas and for related uses. The acceptance of  any gift or devise 

shall not commit the state to any expenditure of  state funds. 

 (3)  Any money received as gifts under this section and any money 

received from the investment of  such money or property received under this 

section and any interest therefrom must be credited to a special fund known 

as the Colorado natural resources foundation fund. The fund and any gifts 

or devises received by the department of  natural resources pursuant to this 

section shall not diminish any appropriations made to the department. 

Money in the fund shall not be expended in such a manner as to commit 

expenditures from the general fund or any cash fund that is designated for 

regulatory purposes within the division of  water resources. The use of  gifts 

and devises are subject to audit by the state auditor or the state auditor's 

designee, the cost of  which shall be borne by the department. 

 (4)  Repealed. (Emphases added) 



 

3 

Statutory Charge3 

The Office of  Legislative Legal Services currently uses canned language when 

authorizing an entity to receive gifts, grants, and donations in order to make the 

authority consistent throughout the statutes. For this reason, the language in section 

24-33-108, C.R.S., should be updated. 

Proposed Bill 

Staff  has attached a bill draft to address the issue. The Department of  Natural 

Resources has been advised that we have reviewed the issue and have a proposed bill 

drafted for review by the SRC. 

 

 

                                                 

3 The Statutory Revision Committee is charged with "[making] an ongoing examination of  the statutes 

of  the state and current judicial decisions for the purpose of  discovering defects and anachronisms in the 

law and recommending needed reforms" and recommending "legislation annually to effect such changes 

in the law as it deems necessary in order to modify or eliminate antiquated, redundant, or contradictory 

rules of  law and to bring the law of  this state into harmony with modern conditions." § 2-3-902 (1), 

C.R.S. In addition, the Committee "shall propose legislation only to streamline, reduce, or repeal 

provisions of  the Colorado Revised Statutes." § 2-3-902 (3), C.R.S. 
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Bill Summary
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Statutory Revision Committee. Current law authorizes the
department of natural resources to "receive or reject gifts and devises of
money or property" to be credited to the Colorado natural resources
foundation fund. The bill repeals this authorizing language and updates

Statutory Revision Committee
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it with authorizing language that is current and consistent with language
used throughout the statutes.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this act is to clarify statutory provisions3

within the Colorado department of natural resources. The general4

assembly further declares that clarifying these statutory provisions does5

not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.6

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 24-33-108, amend7

(1), (2), and (3) as follows:8

24-33-108. Gifts, grants, and donations to the department -9

Colorado natural resources foundation fund. (1) The department of10

natural resources is authorized to receive or reject gifts and devises GIFTS,11

GRANTS, AND DONATIONS of money or property and, subject to the terms12

of any gift, or devise GRANT, OR DONATION and to the provisions of any13

applicable law, to hold such funds THE MONEY or property in trust or14

invest, sell, or exchange the same MONEY OR PROPERTY and use either15

principal or interest or the proceeds of sale or the exchanged property16

received for the benefit of the department and the public as specified in17

this section.18

(2) The department of natural resources may cooperate with and19

assist any donor or foundation or similar organization intending to make20

gifts, and devises of money and property for donation GRANTS, OR21

DONATIONS to or FOR use by the department in the provision and22

maintenance of parks, recreational areas, or scenic or natural areas and for23

related uses. The acceptance of any gift, or devise shall GRANT, OR24

DONATION MUST not commit the state to any expenditure of state funds.25
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(3) Any money OR PROPERTY received as gifts under this section1

and any money received from the investment of such THE money or2

property received under this section and any interest therefrom must be3

credited to a special fund known as the Colorado natural resources4

foundation fund. The fund and any gifts, or devises GRANTS, OR5

DONATIONS received by the department of natural resources pursuant to6

this section shall MUST not diminish any appropriations made to the7

department. Money in the fund shall MUST not be expended in such a8

manner as to commit expenditures from the general fund or any cash fund9

that is designated for regulatory purposes within the division of water10

resources. The use of gifts, and devises are GRANTS, AND DONATIONS IS11

subject to audit by the state auditor or the state auditor's designee, the cost12

of which AUDIT shall be borne by the department.13

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act14

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the15

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August16

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a17

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the18

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act19

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect20

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in21

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the22

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.23
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MEMORANDUM 2c1

 

TO: Statutory Revision Committee 

FROM: Kristen Forrestal, Office of  Legislative Legal Services 

DATE: October 10, 2018 

SUBJECT: The regulation of  real estate management companies: Correcting the 

definition of  "appraisal management company" to align with current 

federal law. 

Summary 

During the 2018 legislative session, the General Assembly passed Senate Bill 18-

2102, the intent of  which was to amend the definition of  "real estate 

management company" to align with current federal law. The bill amended 

subsection (2)(a) of  section 12-61-702, C.R.S., which defines "appraisal 

management company." The bill as passed does not accurately reflect the federal 

definition. This issue was brought to the attention of  staff  by the Office of  the 

Attorney General.  

Analysis 

Section 12 U.S.C. 3350 (11) defines "appraisal management company" as 

follows: 

                                                 

1 This legal memorandum was prepared by the Office of  Legislative Legal Services (OLLS) in the course 

of  its statutory duty to provide staff  assistance to the Statutory Revision Committee (SRC). It does not 

represent an official legal position of  the OLLS, SRC, General Assembly, or the state of  Colorado, and 

is not binding on the members of  the SRC. This memorandum is intended for use in the legislative 

process and as information to assist the SRC in the performance of  its legislative duties. 

2 Senate Bill 180219, Concerning the regulation of  real estate appraisal management companies, and, in 

connection therewith, aligning state law with current federal law and regulations. 

https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2018A/bills/2018a_210_signed.pdf
https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2018A/bills/2018a_210_signed.pdf
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The term “appraisal management company” means, in connection with valu-

ing properties collateralizing mortgage loans or mortgages incorporated into a 

securitization, any external third party authorized either by a creditor of  a con-

sumer credit transaction secured by a consumer’s principal dwelling or by an 

underwriter of  or other principal in the secondary mortgage markets, that over-

sees a network or panel of  more than 15 certified or licensed appraisers in a State 

or 25 or more nationally within a given year— 

(A) to recruit, select, and retain appraisers; 

(B) to contract with licensed and certified appraisers to perform appraisal 

assignments; 

(C) to manage the process of  having an appraisal performed, including 

providing administrative duties such as receiving appraisal orders and appraisal 

reports, submitting completed appraisal reports to creditors and underwriters, 

collecting fees from creditors and underwriters for services provided, and re-

imbursing appraisers for services performed; or 

Section 12-61-702 (2), C.R.S., as amended in Senate Bill 18-210, reads in 

pertinent part: 

 12-61-702.  Definitions.  As used in this part 7, unless the context 

otherwise requires: 

 (2) (a)  "Appraisal management company" or "AMC" means, in 

connection with valuing properties collateralizing mortgage loans or mort-

gages incorporated into a securitization, any external third party authorized 

either by a creditor in a consumer credit transaction secured by a consumer's 

principal dwelling that oversees an appraiser panel or by an underwriter of, 

or other principal in, the secondary mortgage markets that oversees an ap-

praiser panel to: 

 (I)  Recruit, select, and train appraisers; (Emphases added) 

The direction given to staff was to align the state law with current federal law. 

When Senate Bill 18-210 was drafted, the word "retain" from federal law was 

written into the bill as "train." The General Assembly passed the bill as drafted. 

In order to reflect the proper alignment with federal law, section 12-61-702 

(2)(a)(I), C.R.S., should be corrected to state "retain." 

 



 

3 

 

Statutory Charge3 

Removing the word "train" and replacing it with "retain" meets the Committee's 

statutory charge to correct defects in the law. 

Proposed Bill 

Staff  has attached a bill draft to address the issue. Staff  has informed the bill sponsors 

of  both bills that this issue is before the Committee. 

                                                 

3 The Statutory Revision Committee is charged with "[making] an ongoing examination of  the statutes 

of  the state and current judicial decisions for the purpose of  discovering defects and anachronisms in the 

law and recommending needed reforms" and recommending "legislation annually to effect such changes 

in the law as it deems necessary in order to modify or eliminate antiquated, redundant, or contradictory 

rules of  law and to bring the law of  this state into harmony with modern conditions". Section 2-3-902 

(1), C.R.S. In addition, the Committee "shall propose legislation only to streamline, reduce, or repeal 

provisions of  the Colorado Revised Statutes." Section 2-3-902 (3), C.R.S. 
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The bill amends the definition of "appraisal management
company" to align with the definition in federal law.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

Statutory Revision Committee
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Dashes through the words indicate deletions from existing statute.
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SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly1

declares that the purpose of this act is to clarify statutory provisions2

within the Colorado department of regulatory agencies. The general3

assembly further declares that clarifying these statutory provisions does4

not alter the scope or applicability of the remaining statutes.5

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 12-61-702, amend6

(2)(a)(I) as follows:7

12-61-702. Definitions. As used in this part 7, unless the context8

otherwise requires:9

(2) (a) "Appraisal management company" or "AMC" means, in10

connection with valuing properties collateralizing mortgage loans or11

mortgages incorporated into a securitization, any external third party12

authorized either by a creditor in a consumer credit transaction secured by13

a consumer's principal dwelling that oversees an appraiser panel or by an14

underwriter of, or other principal in, the secondary mortgage markets that15

oversees an appraiser panel to:16

(I) Recruit, select, and train RETAIN appraisers;17

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act18

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the19

ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly(August20

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a21

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the22

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act23

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect24

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in25

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the26

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.27
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MEMORANDUM 2d1

TO: Statutory Revision Committee

FROM: Brita Darling, Office of Legislative Legal Services

DATE: October 10, 2018

SUBJECT: Removing duplicate language concerning licensing requirements for

teachers and special services providers from other states

Summary

During the 2018 legislative session, the General Assembly passed House Bill 18-

10952 and House Bill 18-1130.3 Both bills amended subsection (3) of section 22-

60.5-201, C.R.S., and subsection (3) of section 22-60.5-210, C.R.S, which

concern the requirements for issuing either a professional teacher license or a

professional special services license to applicants who hold a license from

another state. House Bill 18-1095 created an exception to the "continuous

experience" requirement, which exception applies to military spouses. House

Bill 18-1130 amended the "continuous experience" requirement so that the

exception created for military spouses in House Bill 18-1095 is now the

requirement for all out-of-state applicants. However, both the new, broader

requirement and the military spouse exception remain in statute, causing

1 This legal memorandum was prepared by the Office of Legislative Legal Services (OLLS) in the course
of its statutory duty to provide staff assistance to the Statutory Revision Committee (SRC). It does not
represent an official legal position of the OLLS, SRC, General Assembly, or the state of Colorado, and
is not binding on the members of the SRC. This memorandum is intended for use in the legislative
process and as information to assist the SRC in the performance of its legislative duties.

2 House Bill 18-1095, Concerning Educator Licenses Issued to Military Spouses. See Addendum A.

3 House Bill 18-1130, Concerning Increasing the Availability of Qualified Personnel Who are Licensed
in Another State to Teach in Public Schools. See Addendum A.
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confusion to readers trying to assign meaning to the military spouse exception.

The military spouse "continuous experience" exception should be removed from

the statute as it is redundant and potentially confusing to both the

administrators of the licensure program and to teacher and special services

applicants from other states trying to navigate Colorado's educator licensing

requirements.

This issue was raised by Office of Legislative Legal Services in the course of

reviewing statutes as part of the annual publications process for the Colorado

Revised Statutes.

Analysis

The specific exception for military spouses to the "continuous experience"

requirement for out-of-state teacher and special services applicants should be

removed so that the language does not create confusion.

Section 22-60.5-201(3), C.R.S., reads in pertinent part:

22-60.5-201. Types of teacher licenses issued - term - definition - rules. (3)

(b) (I) The department of education may issue a professional teacher license to

any applicant from another state if:

(A) The applicant holds a license or certificate from that state that is com-

parable to a teacher license in this state and the standards for the issuance of

such license or certificate meet or exceed the standards of the state board of

education for the issuance of a professional teacher license; and

(B) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (3)(b)(III) of this section,

the applicant has had at least three years of successful, evaluated experience

within the previous seven years as a teacher in an established elementary or

secondary school and can provide documentation of such experience on forms

provided by the department.

(III) (A) If the applicant is a military spouse, the teaching experience

required pursuant to subsection (3)(b)(I)(B) of this section need not be

continuous, but must have occurred within the previous seven years.

(B) As used in subsection (3)(b)(III)(A) of this section, "military spouse"

means a spouse of an active duty member of the armed forces of the United

States who has been transferred or is scheduled to be transferred to Colorado,

is domiciled in Colorado, or has moved to Colorado on a permanent change-

of-station basis. (Emphases added)
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Section 22-60.5-210 (3), C.R.S., reads in pertinent part:

22-60.5-210. Types of special services licenses issued - term definition. (3)

(b) (I) The department of education may issue a professional special services

license to any applicant from another state if:

(A) The applicant holds a license or certificate from that state that is com-

parable to a special services license in this state and the standards for the issu-

ance of such license or certificate meet or exceed the standards of the state

board of education for the issuance of a professional special services license;

and

(B) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (3)(b)(III) of this section,

the applicant has had at least three years of successful, evaluated experience

within the previous seven years as a special services provider in an established

elementary or secondary school and can provide documentation of such expe-

rience on forms provided by the department.

(III) (A) If the applicant is a military spouse, the special services provid-

er experience required pursuant to subsection (3)(b)(I)(B) of this section need

not be continuous, but must have occurred within the previous seven years.

(B) As used in subsection (3)(b)(III)(A) of this section, "military spouse"

means a spouse of an active duty member of the armed forces of the United

States who has been transferred or is scheduled to be transferred to Colorado,

is domiciled in Colorado, or has moved to Colorado on a permanent change-

of-station basis. (Emphases added)

While the Office of Legislative Legal Services was able to harmonize the competing

amendments to subsection (3) in both section 22-60.5-201 and section 22-60.5-210, the

bolded language in subsection (3)(b)(I)(B) of both sections, "Except as otherwise

provided in subsection (3)(b)(III) of this section" is confusing, because the bolded

language does not "otherwise" provide, but in fact provides the identical requirement.

All teacher and special services applicants licensed in another state, regardless of

whether the applicant is a military spouse, must meet the same requirement of "three

years of successful, evaluated experience within the previous seven years".4 Laypersons

and courts interpreting amendments to statute will attempt to apply meaning to those

amendments. In this case, a person reading subsection (3) of either section with clarity

will understand that the military spouse exception to the requirement contained in

sections 22-60.5-201 (3)(b)(III) and 22-60.5-210(3)(b)(III) is redundant and is subsumed

4 Section 22-60.5-201 (3)(b)(I)(B), C.R.S., section 22-60.5-201 (3)(b)(III)(A), C.R.S., section 22-60.5-210
(3)(b)(I)(B), C.R.S., and section 22-60.5-210 (3)(b)(III)(A).
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by the broader requirement for all applicants contained in section 22-60.5-201

(3)(b)(I)(B) and section 22-60.5-210(3)(b)(I)(B), respectively. For these reasons, the

purported "exception" for military spouses should be removed from statute to avoid

redundancy and confusion.

Statutory Charge5

Removing the military spouse "continuous experience" exception meets the

Committee's statutory charge to remove redundant and contradictory or confusing

language from statute.

Proposed Bill

Staff has attached a bill draft to address the issue. Staff has contacted the bill sponsors

of House Bill 18-1095, which added the military spouse exception, and those sponsors

have indicated their support for this issue.

5 The Statutory Revision Committee is charged with "[making] an ongoing examination of the statutes

of the state and current judicial decisions for the purpose of discovering defects and anachronisms in the

law and recommending needed reforms" and recommending "legislation annually to effect such changes

in the law as it deems necessary in order to modify or eliminate antiquated, redundant, or contradictory

rules of law and to bring the law of this state into harmony with modern conditions". Section 2-3-902

(1), C.R.S. In addition, the Committee "shall propose legislation only to streamline, reduce, or repeal

provisions of the Colorado Revised Statutes." Section 2-3-902 (3), C.R.S.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING REMOVING REDUNDANT LANGUAGE IN THE EDUCATOR101
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Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill removes amendments
House Bill 18-1095 made to the educator licensing statute regarding the
number of years a military spouse licensed in another state must teach
continuously or have continuous experience in order to apply for a
professional teacher license or professional special services license in

Statutory Revision Committee

Shading denotes HOUSE amendment. Double underlining denotes SENATE amendment.
Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material to be added to existing statute.

Dashes through the words indicate deletions from existing statute.
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Colorado.
House Bill 18-1130 amended statute to apply the same standards

to all out-of-state applicants as apply to military spouses. The bill
removes the redundant and possibly confusing reference to military
spouses in the professional teacher license statute and the professional
special services license statute.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. (1) The general assembly2

hereby finds and declares that the purpose of this legislation is to remove3

redundant and confusing references to an exception in the "continuous4

experience" requirement for out-of-state teacher and special services5

license applicants that was added during the 2018 legislative session.6

(2) The general assembly further declares that removing these7

references does not in any way alter the scope or applicability of the8

statutory sections in which the references appear.9

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 22-60.5-201, amend10

(3)(b)(I)(B); and repeal (3)(b)(III) as follows:11

22-60.5-201. Types of teacher licenses issued - term - rules.12

(3) (b) (I) The department of education may issue a professional teacher13

license to any applicant from another state if:14

(B) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (3)(b)(III) of this15

section, The applicant has had at least three years of successful, evaluated16

experience within the previous seven years as a teacher in an established17

elementary or secondary school and can provide documentation of such18

experience on forms provided by the department.19

(III) (A) If the applicant is a military spouse, the teaching20

experience required pursuant to subsection (3)(b)(I)(B) of this section21

need not be continuous, but must have occurred within the previous seven22
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years.1

(B) As used in subsection (3)(b)(III)(A) of this section, "military2

spouse" means a spouse of an active duty member of the armed forces of3

the United States who has been transferred or is scheduled to be4

transferred to Colorado, is domiciled in Colorado, or has moved to5

Colorado on a permanent change-of-station basis.6

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 26-60.5-210, amend7

(3)(b)(I)(B); and repeal (3)(b)(III) as follows:8

22-60.5-210. Types of special services licenses issued - term.9

(3) (b) (I) The department of education may issue a professional special10

services license to any applicant from another state if:11

(B) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (3)(b)(III) of this12

section, The applicant has had at least three years of successful, evaluated13

experience within the previous seven years as a special services provider14

in an established elementary or secondary school and can provide15

documentation of such experience on forms provided by the department.16

(III) (A) If the applicant is a military spouse, the special services17

provider experience required pursuant to subsection (3)(b)(I)(B) of this18

section need not be continuous, but must have occurred within the19

previous seven years.20

(B) As used in subsection (3)(b)(III)(A) of this section, "military21

spouse" means a spouse of an active duty member of the armed forces of22

the United States who has been transferred or is scheduled to be23

transferred to Colorado, is domiciled in Colorado, or has moved to24

Colorado on a permanent change-of-station basis.25

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act26

takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the27
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ninety-dayperiod after final adjournment of the general assembly (August1

2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a2

referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the3

state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act4

within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect5

unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in6

November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the7

official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.8
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MEMORANDUM 2e1
 

TO: Statutory Revision Committee 

FROM: Esther van Mourik, Office of  Legislative Legal Services 

DATE: October 16, 2018 

SUBJECT: Laws regarding payment of  taxes by electronic funds transfer 

Summary 

Colorado taxpayers are authorized to pay certain state taxes by electronic funds 

transfers (EFT). An effort is underway to make consistent the laws and 

administrative rules that allow payment of  taxes by EFT. There are two 

statutory changes necessary to continue this effort. First, an amendment to a 

severance tax statute is necessary to make EFT payments optional instead of  

mandatory so that all such EFT statutes in the tax code remain consistent. 

Second, an amendment to a sales tax statute is necessary to allow the 

Department of  Revenue (Department) to require EFTs to be made at a different 

time of  day on the specified deadline than non-EFT payments. 

Analysis 

Over the years, statutes were enacted that either required or allowed tax 

remittances by electronic funds transfers and provided the Department with 

                                                 

1 This legal memorandum was prepared by the Office of  Legislative Legal Services (OLLS) in the course 

of  its statutory duty to provide staff  assistance to the Statutory Revision Committee (SRC). It does not 

represent an official legal position of  the OLLS, SRC, General Assembly, or the state of  Colorado, and 

is not binding on the members of  the SRC. This memorandum is intended for use in the legislative 

process and as information to assist the SRC in the performance of  its legislative duties. 
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inconsistent authority to promulgate implementation rules. In 2017, the General 

Assembly enacted House Bill 17-1136 to establish consistent statutory language 

for payment of  taxes by EFT. The goal was to grant the Department the 

administrative authority to require taxpayers to pay taxes by EFT (instead of  

requiring such payment in law) as well as the authority to promulgate any rules 

to implement remittances by EFT. Unfortunately, the bill inadvertently omitted 

section 39-29-111 (1)(b), C.R.S., which requires EFT instead of  authorizing the 

Department to require EFT and requires the Department to promulgate rules 

instead of  allowing such promulgation: 

39-29-111. Withholding of income from oil and gas interest. (1) (b) On 

and after July 1, 2007, all amounts paid to the department of  revenue pursuant 

to paragraph (a) of  this subsection (1) shall be remitted electronically. The 

department shall promulgate rules in accordance with article 4 of  title 24, 

C.R.S., governing electronic payment.  

This omission creates an inconsistency with respect to payment of  taxes by 

EFT, and the same changes made in House Bill 17-1136 are necessary for this 

particular section. 

Second, section 39-26-105.5, C.R.S. specifies that the Department "shall not 

require any taxpayer required to remit sales taxes by electronic funds transfers to 

remit sales tax prior to the deadline specified in section 39-26-105 for taxpayers 

who remit sales taxes by other means." Such statutory language is not included 

for any tax other than the sales tax. The Department specifies in rule that all tax 

remittances (including sales tax) are due by 11:59 p.m. on the due date for 

timely payment unless the remittance is made by EFT. If  the remittance is made 

by EFT, the remittance is due at 4:00 p.m. on the due date.  

While the Department's rule directly contradicts section 39-26-105.5, the 

Department has a reasonable explanation for requiring EFT remittances to be 

made by 4:00 p.m. instead of  by 11:59 p.m. Financial institutions typically have 

a daily processing window for EFT payments that closes before the end of  the 

business day. Any EFTs initiated after the daily processing window have to wait 

until the following day's daily processing window to be processed. As a result, 

the Department is unable to determine whether an EFT payment made after 

4:00 p.m. is made by the due date. An exception to address this issue is 

necessary.  

mailto:https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017A/bills/sl/2017a_sl_076.pdf
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Statutory Charge2 

The Statutory Revision Committee is explicitly tasked with examining the 

statutes of  the state "for the purpose of  discovering defects and anachronisms in 

the law . . . and recommending needed reforms"; thus, amending sections 39-29-

111 (1)(b) and 39-26-105.5, C.R.S., appears to fall squarely within that prong of  

the Committee’s charge. Such amendments will both address a defect and bring 

the laws regarding payment of  taxes by EFT into harmony with modern 

conditions.  

Proposed Bill 

The attached bill draft amends sections 39-29-111 (1)(b) and 39-26-105.5, C.R.S. 

as described in this memorandum.  

 

 

                                                 

2 The Statutory Revision Committee is charged with "[making] an ongoing examination of  the statutes 

of  the state and current judicial decisions for the purpose of  discovering defects and anachronisms in the 

law and recommending needed reforms" and recommending "legislation annually to effect such changes 

in the law as it deems necessary in order to modify or eliminate antiquated, redundant, or contradictory 

rules of  law and to bring the law of  this state into harmony with modern conditions." § 2-3-902 (1), 

C.R.S. In addition, the Committee "shall propose legislation only to streamline, reduce, or repeal 

provisions of  the Colorado Revised Statutes." § 2-3-902 (3), C.R.S. 
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE PAYMENT OF TAXES BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS101

TRANSFERS.102

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. The bill authorizes the executive
director of the department of revenue (director) to require the remittance
of severance taxes electronicallyand allows the department to promulgate
rules governing such electronic payment.

The bill authorizes the director to require a taxpayer to remit sales
taxes by electronic funds transfers at an earlier hour on the deadline day

Statutory Revision Committee
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for making a return and paying the taxes due than taxpayers who remit
sales taxes by other means.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this legislation, enacted in 2019, is to amend3

section 39-29-111, Colorado Revised Statutes, concerning the electronic4

remittance of severance taxes, in order to make consistent the laws and5

administrative rules that allow payment of taxes by electronic funds6

transfers and to amend section 39-26-105.5, Colorado Revised Statutes,7

concerning the electronic remittance of sales taxes in order to bring the8

law into harmony with modern banking practices.9

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-29-111, amend10

(1)(b) as follows:11

39-29-111. Withholding of income from oil and gas interest.12

(1) (b) On and after July 1, 2007, THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR MAY13

REQUIRE all amounts paid to the department of revenue DUE pursuant to14

paragraph (a) of this subsection (1) shall SUBSECTION (1)(a) OF THIS15

SECTION TO be remitted electronically. The department shall MAY16

promulgate rules in accordance with article 4 of title 24 C.R.S., governing17

electronic payment.18

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, amend 39-26-105.519

as follows:20

39-26-105.5. Remittance of sales taxes - electronic funds21

transfers. For any calendar year, the executive director may require any22

vendor whose liability for state sales tax only for the previous calendar23

year was more than seventy-five thousand dollars to use electronic funds24

transfers to remit all state and local sales taxes required to be remitted to25
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the executive director of the department of revenue. The executive1

director may promulgate rules to implement this section, but shall first2

consult with the state treasurer to ensure that any rules promulgated do3

not adversely affect the ability of the state treasurer to optimize sales tax4

investment earnings. Such rules shall be promulgated in accordance with5

article 4 of title 24. The executive director shall not require any taxpayer6

required to remit sales taxes by electronic funds transfers to remit sales7

tax prior to the deadline specified in section 39-26-105 for taxpayers who8

remit sales taxes by other means; EXCEPT THAT THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR9

MAY REQUIRE A TAXPAYER TO REMIT SALES TAXES BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS10

TRANSFERS AT AN EARLIER HOUR ON THE DAY OF THE DEADLINE FOR11

MAKING A RETURN AND PAYING THE TAXES DUE THAT IS SPECIFIED IN12

SECTION 39-26-105 THAN TAXPAYERS WHO REMIT SALES TAXES BY OTHER13

MEANS.14

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date -15

applicability. (1) This act takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following16

the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the17

general assembly (August 2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3,18

2019); except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 119

(3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section,20

or part of this act within such period, then the act, item, section, or part21

will not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election22

to be held in November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the23

date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.24

(2) This act applies to remittances made on or after the applicable25

effective date of this act.26
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TO: Statutory Revision Committee 

FROM: Jason Gelender, Office of  Legislative Legal Services 

DATE: October 16, 2018 

SUBJECT: Clarify scope of  sales tax exemption for manufactured homes 

Summary 

Section 39-26-721 (1), C.R.S., exempts from state sales tax and, by operation of  section 

29-2-105 (1)(d)(I), C.R.S., also exempts from local sales taxes,2 48% of  the purchase 

price for the initial sale of  "factory-built housing as … defined in section 24-32-3302 

(10), C.R.S.," and 100% of  the purchase price for any subsequent sale of  a 

"manufactured home." However, section 24-32-3302 (10), C.R.S., does not actually 

define "factory-built housing," which is no longer defined in the Colorado Revised 

Statutes, but instead defines "factory-built residential structure," which includes a 

smaller subset of  manufactured housing than "factory-built housing" included. This 

inconsistency creates ambiguity regarding the precise scope of  this state sales tax 

exemption. Section 39-26-721 (1), C.R.S., should therefore be amended to eliminate 

the reference to "factory-built housing" and replace it with a reference to a specific 

                                                 

1 This legal memorandum was prepared by the Office of  Legislative Legal Services (OLLS) in the course 

of  its statutory duty to provide staff  assistance to the Statutory Revision Committee (SRC). It does not 

represent an official legal position of  the OLLS, SRC, General Assembly, or the state of  Colorado, and 

is not binding on the members of  the SRC. This memorandum is intended for use in the legislative 

process and as information to assist the SRC in the performance of  its legislative duties. 

2 § 29-2-105 (1)(d)(I), C.R.S., requires a local sales tax to be levied subject to the same sales tax 

exemptions as those specified in part 7 of  article 26 of  title 39, C.R.S., unless the statute specifically 

provides local governments with the option to allow or not allow a particular exemption. The statute 

does not provide a local option with respect to this sales tax exemption. 
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definition of  "manufactured home" that includes all of  the housing that the repealed 

definition of  "factory-built housing" included. 

The Department of  Revenue brought this issue to staff's attention. 

Analysis 

Section 39-26-721 (1), C.R.S., should be amended to clarify that the sales tax 

exemption that it provides for applies to "manufactured homes," as defined in 

section 42-1-102 (106), C.R.S. 

Section 39-26-721 (1), C.R.S., states: 

39-26-721.  Manufactured homes.  (1)  Forty-eight percent of the purchase 

price of  factory-built housing, as such housing is defined in section 24-32-3302 

(10), C.R.S., shall be exempt from taxation under part 1 of  this article; except 

that the entire purchase price in any subsequent sale of  a manufactured home, 

as such vehicle is defined in section 42-1-102 (106)(b), C.R.S., after such 

manufactured home has been once subject to the payment of  sales tax by 

virtue of  section 39-26-113, shall be exempt from taxation under part 1 of  

this article. 

This exemption has been allowed for many years, but until 2003 it referenced a 

definition of  "factory-built housing" that was codified in section 24-32-703 (3), C.R.S., 

and until 2004 the exemption itself  was codified in section 39-26-114 (10), C.R.S. 

In 2003, the General Assembly enacted Senate Bill 03-182, which consolidated various 

programs relating to the regulation of  manufactured housing. As part of  this 

consolidation, the bill repealed the definition of  "factory-built housing" codified in 

section 24-32-703 (3), C.R.S., and replaced it with a new definition of  "factory-built 

residential structure" codified in section 24-32-3302 (10), C.R.S. The bill also included 

a conforming amendment that correctly updated the statutory reference for the 

definition of  "factory-built housing" used in section 39-26-114 (10), C.R.S.,3 from 

section 24-32-703 (3), C.R.S., to section 24-32-3302 (10), C.R.S., but failed to replace 

the repealed term "factory-built housing" with the new term "factory-built residential 

structure." 

                                                 

3 In 2004, the General Assembly enacted Senate Bill 04-087, which relocated § 39-26-114 (10), C.R.S., to 

its present location as § 39-26-721 (1), C.R.S., without making substantive changes. 

mailto:https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/olls/2003a_sl_29.pdf
mailto:https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/images/olls/2004a_sl_277.pdf
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Unlike the repealed term "factory-built housing," which had been defined to include 

both residential structures installed on permanent foundations and mobile homes 

designed to be used as dwellings without a permanent foundation, the term "factory-

built residential structure" includes only "structures designed to be installed on a 

permanent foundation." Consequently, the inconsistency in section 39-26-721 (1), 

C.R.S., created by the use of  the repealed term "factory-built housing" with a statutory 

reference to the definition of  the term "factory-built residential structure" creates 

ambiguity as to whether the sales tax exemption continues to apply to structures 

designed for residential occupancy in either temporary or permanent locations or now 

applies only to those structures designed to be installed on permanent foundations.  

Because it does not appear that the General Assembly intended to narrow the scope of  

the sales tax exemption when enacting Senate Bill 03-182, section 39-26-721 (1), 

C.R.S., should be amended to clarify that the exemption continues to apply to 

structures designed for occupancy in either temporary or permanent locations. Since 

"factory-built housing" is no longer a statutorily defined term, the best way to 

accomplish this without working any substantive change to the law is to change the 

reference to "factory-built housing" in section 39-26-721 (1), C.R.S., to a reference to "a 

manufactured home, as defined in section 42-1-102 (106)(b)," a definition that includes 

structures designed for residential occupancy "in either temporary or permanent 

locations." The attached bill draft does that and also includes a nonsubstantive 

conforming amendment to section 39-26-721 (2), C.R.S. 

Statutory Charge4 

Clarifying the scope of  the sales tax exemption provided for in section 39-26-721 (1), 

C.R.S., falls within the SRC's charge of  eliminating an antiquated reference (to the 

term "factory-built housing") that creates a contradictory rule of  law defining the scope 

of  the exemption. 

                                                 

4 The Statutory Revision Committee is charged with "[making] an ongoing examination of  the statutes 

of  the state and current judicial decisions for the purpose of  discovering defects and anachronisms in the 

law and recommending needed reforms" and recommending "legislation annually to effect such changes 

in the law as it deems necessary in order to modify or eliminate antiquated, redundant, or contradictory 

rules of  law and to bring the law of  this state into harmony with modern conditions." § 2-3-902 (1), 

C.R.S. In addition, the Committee "shall propose legislation only to streamline, reduce, or repeal 

provisions of  the Colorado Revised Statutes." § 2-3-902 (3), C.R.S. 
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Proposed Bill 

Staff  has attached a bill draft to address this issue. Staff  of  the Department of  Revenue 

have reviewed the draft and believe that it provides the necessary clarification 

regarding the scope of  the sales tax exemption provided for in section 39-26-721 (1), 

C.R.S. 
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING CLARIFICATION OF THE SCOPE OF AN EXISTING SALES101

TAX EXEMPTION FOR MANUFACTURED HOMES.102

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Statutory Revision Committee. A state sales and use tax
exemption statute (exemption statute) exempts from state sales tax, and
through operation of another statute also exempts from local sales taxes,
48% of the purchase price for the initial sale of "factory-built housing"
and 100% of the purchase price for any subsequent sale of a
"manufactured home" (sales tax exemption). The exemption statute

Statutory Revision Committee
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references another statute defining "factory-built housing". In Senate Bill
03-182, however, the general assembly replaced the existing definition of
"factory-built housing" with a new definition of "factory-built residential
structure", and the statute referenced in the exemption statute actually
defines the latter term. The definition of "factory-built residential
structure" includes only "structures designed to be installed on a
permanent foundation" and therefore arguably limits the sales tax
exemption, which had previously clearly applied to structures designed
for occupancy in either temporary or permanent locations, to only those
structures designed to be installed on permanent foundations.

The bill clarifies the scope of the sales tax exemption by allowing
it for "manufactured homes", a term that a specifically referenced statute
defines broadly to include homes designed to be installed on either
temporary or permanent foundations.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. The general assembly2

declares that the purpose of this legislation, enacted in 2019, is to effect3

a nonsubstantive change in statute to clarify the scope of an existing state4

sales and use tax exemption for manufactured homes. The general5

assembly further declares that the addition of such clarifying language to6

the section does not in any way alter the scope or applicability of the7

statutory section involved.8

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-26-721, amend9

(1) and (2) as follows:10

39-26-721. Manufactured homes. (1) Forty-eight percent of the11

purchase price of factory-built housing, as such housing is defined in12

section 24-32-3302 (10), C.R.S., shall be A MANUFACTURED HOME, AS13

DEFINED IN SECTION 42-1-102 (106)(b), IS exempt from taxation under14

part 1 of this article 26; except that the entire purchase price in any15

subsequent sale of SUCH a manufactured home, as such vehicle is defined16

in section 42-1-102 (106)(b), C.R.S., after such manufactured home IT has17
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been once subject to the payment of sales tax by virtue of section1

39-26-113, shall be IS exempt from taxation under part 1 of this article 26.2

(2) The storage, use, or consumption of a manufactured home, as3

such vehicle is defined in section 42-1-102 (106)(b), C.R.S., after such4

THE manufactured home has been once subject to the payment of use tax5

by virtue of section 39-26-208, shall be IS exempt from taxation under the6

provisions of part 2 of this article 26.7

SECTION 3. Effective date. This act takes effect July 1, 2019.8

SECTION 4. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,9

determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate10

preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.11
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